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Abstract

This study identified and examined practices that lead to building community capacity in

providing for the well being of orphans and vulnerable children (OVC) in Zambia, The

objective of the study was twofold:

¡ To examine principles/elements that ale characteristic of effective OVC

community-based programs and link them to community capacity building

theory.

o To identify and document good program implementation practices that can

enhance community capacity to care for the OVC in Zambia.

The study involved an analysis of existing documents on community-based care for OVC

in Zambia as well Sub Sahara Africa. The documents analyzed included both published

and unpublished alticles, joumals and books on community based programs for orphans

and vulnelable children. Govemment reports and research documents by aid agencies

such as USAID, UNICEF and World Bank were also analyzed. In older to minimize

distortions and bias, interviews were also conducted with key informants presumed to

have expelt krowledge about community-based programs in Zambia.

The study findings showed that successful design of community-based programs lequires

tapping into local capacities as well as understanding and building on the strengths of

existing community structures. The study also clearly indicated the need for the national

govemment as well as extemal aid agencies to create an enabling environment for

community capacity building. This requires defining the changes needed in intermediary



implementing agencies to suppòrt community action. An important finding in this regard

is that to be effective a community must own and enforce its own rules defining the

allocation of responsibilities. contributions, and benefits; and the mechanisms for

ensuring accountability and resolving conflicts.

The conclusion reached was that in order for successful community capacity building to

occur, the following criteria must be met:

o Communities must address their own felt needs and common interests.

o The community must have the capacity, leadership, knowledge, and

skills to manage the task.

. Community members must own and enforce their own rules and

legulations including those lelated to ensuring that the children, whom

the plograms ale trying to help also palticipate in the programs.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The HIV/AIDS pandemic in Zambia, u, 
"lr"*h"r.. 

is not only increasing as the cause of

death among adults, infants and young children, it is also slowly impoverishing and

dismembering families, leaving growing numbers of o¡phans in its wake. At all stages of

the epidemic, families bear most of the social and economic consequences of HIV/AIDS

(Donahue, 1999).

Communities have responded by providing assistance to their most destitute members.

Most children who have lost both parents are taken in by their extended family, usually

by someone who is elderly, female and widowed. Research indicates that neatly 40-48Vo

of orphaned children ale cared for by grandparents (usually grandmothers) and another.

307o arc looked after by uncles or aunts, usually their mother's sister (PAG, 1999; Guest

2001). The care of orphaned children tends to fall on poorel families within. the

community.

External aid agencies are now assisting communities thr.ough the implementation of

community-based care proglams. These plogtams suppo( informal traditional ways of

caring for children in need, most commonly by extended family or kinship members, As

opposed to the fiaditional spontaneous support that is characteristic of the Zambian

cultule, aid agencies focus on mobilizing communities to help the otphans and vulner.able

children (OVC). They also provide financial and material support to help communities in

providing for the OVC.



Although this approach is meant to encourage community participation and cornmunity

ownership of the programs, it has mostly led to the unintended consequences of

community dependency on donor funding rather than building the capacity of the

communities (Foster, 2000). The questions that arise are; how can community efforts be

sustained over time and how can the number of those slipping into destitution be kept to a

minimum?

This study was designed to identify good community program implementation practices

that can help communities to cope beyond donor funding. The focus was on what efforts

appear to be successful and what circumstances may affect those efforts. The study

focused on pfograms that are supported by external change agents in urban ateas because

more than 607o of the population in Zambia live in urban areas. Furthermore, most

extemal change agencies tend to focus on implementing plograms in ur.ban rather than

rulal areas (Tembo, Kakunga, & Manda, 1999).

Deftnition of the Problent

Zarnbia faces a great challenge of meeting the needs of the growing number of OVC. It is

estimated that 457o of the total population is under the age of 15. By 1997, 9Vo of the

children in this age group were orphaned because of AIDS (UNAIDS, 1997). By 2001,

according to Hunter & Williamson (2000), an estimated 237o of aû Zambian children

under the age of 15 were missing one or both parents. Hunter and Williamson fur.ther

estimate that by 2010, Zambia may have at least 1 million AIDS orphans. While statistics

on orphans are not always accurate, they are consistently alarming.



Basic social services are inadequate and very few support systems exist outside the

extended family (McKemow, 1996; Cuest, 2001: Kelly. 2001). While f he Zambian

goverrrment has professed increased suppoú for children in response to the child rights

movement of the early 1990s, investment in the social infrastructure actually declined in

the 1980s and 1990s as economic conditions deteriorated due to economic Structural

Adjustment Programs (SAP). SAP has resulted in massive devaluation of the local

cumency, the removal of price controls from consumer necessities; a major reduction in

state support for social selvices and significant letrenchment from the public sector. Such

a severe economic crisis has cleated serious problems for the families and communities

as poverty increases, and lot the country as extetnal debt obligations/demands increase.

Therc are no formal foster care govemment services for the orphans. Churches or

individuals run the few orphanages that exist in the country (McKenow, 1996). As the

number of orphans increases, community-based progiams seem to be the only way to

plovide care for the children olphaned as a result of the AIDS pandemic.

Institutional care has generally not been successful in Zambia.It is neither financially nor

practically sustainable considering the magnitude of the HIV/AIDS pandemic. Moreover,

research conducted by various organizations, including United States Agency for

Intemational Development (USAID) and the United Nations Children Education Fund

(UNICEF), has indicated that cornmunity-based OVC care is the best and mosr cost-

effective way of caring for the OVC (Linbatd, Jones & Hunrer, 1998). It is argued that

institutions cannot replace the sense of well-being and the belonging that family and

community can provide.



Community-based care can be the best option for providing care for the children affected

by HIV/AIDS. However, little is known about how well communities can cope when

donor funding is no longer available, what efforts appear to be successful, and what

ci¡cumstances may affect those efforts. Even less has been documented about how

effective community mobilization approaches may be scaled up to benefit more children

and families (Phiri, Foster & Nzima,200l).

Objectives

The objective of this study was to identify plactices that lead to sustained community

capacity to provide for the well-being of olphans and vulnelable children. The intent of

the study was twofold:

To examine principles/elements that are characteristic of effective OVC

community-based plograms and link them to theory of community

capacity building.

To identify and document good program implementation practices that can

enhance community capacity to care for the OVC in Zambia.

The study was qualitative. ln line with qualitative studies, the research effoft was

exploratoly and descriptive in nature and addressed a number of questions in its

examination of good practices in implementing community-based OVC programs. To

guide the analytical process the following questions were addressed:

1. Who are the stakeholders in the implementation and development o[ the program

and what are their roles?



How are community-based programs for the care of OVC implemented? ln other

words, what principles are applied in implementing the programs?

ln relation to community capacity building, which of these principles or elements

are working well and why?

4. ln relation to community capacity building, what principles or elements are not

working well and why?

5. What would need to be done to impt'ove the aspects that are not working well?

ln the search for good plactices, the study focused on identifying and examining elements

integral to the successful implementation and functioning of OVC community-based

programs in the Zambian context. Context is very important in this study because we are

dealing with community-based care programs within a particular historical, social,

economic and political context. By emphasizing the context, we are concemed with

placing issues under discussion within the Zambian social, political and economic

context.

Signiftcance of the Studl

Good plactices are essentially lessons learned tlu'ough reflection and analysis of

programs and projects based on practical field experiences and approaches (Goulet,

2001). Documenting good practices is one way of advocating for programs and basic

services to which children are entitled. [n the case of Zambia, documenting good

practices is critical because community-based care of orphans is the only option that is

working effectively. Given the magnitude of the orphan problem, it is especially

2.



important that information is generated that will help in the development and

implementation of OVC programs that will meet the needs of the orphaned children.

Various workshops and studies have been conducted to examine the effectiveness of

community-based cale for orphans in Zambia. Mainly, the very people who help to

implement the programs have conducted these workshops and studies. This has somehow

limited their critical analysis of the programs they implement. Moreover, the research

conducted does not usually provide useful insight into the issues of community capacity

building and how it relates to the well-being of children. Since this is an independent

study, it will provide a more objective analysis and will tell much mote about the

community-based programs than what currently exists.

Implications for Theory

Community-based initiatives ale the most significant advances in community

development related to a glowing demand for a folm of planned change that empowers

people at the grassroots level. "It is a community development strategy that focuses on

the self-help concept. It is a style of planning, decision-making, and problem solving

which is endemic to the very idea of community, especially that of the small, face to face

community" (Christensen & Robinson, 1989, p. 43).

Furthermore, community-based care programs entail a great commitment to communities

providing a normative specification of what community life should be, It is firmly

embedded in the westem democratic presumption, backed, in many cases, by national

policies, that encourage self-help as an integral feature of a broader norion of social



development (Littrel & Hobbs, cited Ch¡istensen & Robinson, 1989). Therefore the idea

of community based care of OVC needs to be examined as a strategy for accomplishing

broader development objectives.

Helping communities to achieve a capacity for self-help is fundamental both to the theory

and practice of community development. "If a spirit of self-help does not exist within a

community as an extension of the members' dedication to common goals and mutual

respect, then from the perspective of community development or empowerment, a

capacity for self-help may be instigated with the assistance of an outside community

development practitioner or organization" (Littrel & Hobbs, in Christensen & Robinson,

1989, p.49). While the community development approach does not assume that all

important social, economic or political problems of communities can be resolved by a

community's own effoÌts, the idea of mobilizing broad community participation is

presclibed as a goal of any community development effort.

Summers (1986) notes that even though self-help embodies the improvement of people's

living conditions, the process by which this is achieved is essential to the development of

the community. The process is more important in the long run than the improvement of

community selvices and quality of life. If community services ale contributed by an

outside agency or an organization with little or no community involvement, such

"improvements" ale likely to be transitory, to increabe community dependency, to

contribute little to a greater sense of community, and to diminish the community's future

capacity to act on its own behalf. Thus. according to Summers (1986), a self-help

approach not only emphasizes what a community achieves, but more importantly, how it



achieves it. Hence, the relevance of this is its focuses on the link between the processes

taken to implement OVC programs and the impact they have on the outcome.

Implicøtions for Prøctice

The general aim of community-based care programs is to provide an altemative model of

care that suppolts the pattem of social lelationships that make up the community while

promoting solidarity, fostering self-management, and imploving the life chances and

well-being of the children. There has been considerable emphasis on creation of

innovative, participatory, community-based organizations that empower residents,

generate income and local job opportunities.

I¡ the cunent economic and ideological environment, where debt reduction has become a

priority lather than increasing the state's lesponsibility in social welfare, the author thinks

that the Zambian govemment is depending on community initiatives that promote

alternative forms of care to the OVC. Community members are most likely to act in the

best interest of the children. It is therefore necessary to ensure that programs ale calefully

implemented so that they can strengthen existing community capaiity. By documenting

good practices, the author believes that this study provides information that is necessary

for el'fective program implementation.

I mplication s for Poli cy

Extemally funded community-based care for the OVC in Zambia emelged in the late

1990s. Since then, there have been a lot of discussions on the policy implications of the

community-based programming (Guest, 2001). As far as the author is concemed, lack of



policy on community-bas€d plograms for the care of OVC has led to extemal change

agents prescribing nan:ow remedies for the problem at the expense of a wider solution to

the whole problem. As a result, the external agencies have made assumptions that care for

the OVC can be effected at community level only. Due to ptessure to acr, in order to help

the children, extemal change agents usually make decisions according to their own

assumptions,

Documenting good ptactices is iritical because the country is in the process of

formulating policy on the care of OVC. As policy makers attempt to consider

community-based care as the only option for the care of the OVC, there arises a need to

affirm a community-based care initiative that will provide adequate and effective care.

The folmulation of policy depends greatly on information being generated about the

programs that ale implemented. ln older to avoid the creation of na[owly defined

policies, there is need to identify good practices that can infolm policy.

As policy makers begin to formulate OVC care policies, it is necessary that community-

based care programs be put to test so that the results can be used to inform policy. Well-

documented good practices will help policy makers to pay more attention to issues of

who influences the development of community-based plograms, how proglams are

managed and who makes decisions, Questions that are raised on who influences this kind

of policy development and how provisions are implemented enable the use of policy

analysis to influence change in particular policy issues (Flynn, 1992 cited in Wharf &

McKenzie, 1998).



The rest of the thesis is ananged as follows:

Chapter 2 provides background information on Zambia and orphanhood. Liter.ature

review on concepts and theories appropriate for this study is presented in chapter 3. Then

chapter 4 explains the methodology used in conducting this study. Findings and analysis

are given in chapter 5. Chapter 6 provides conclusions and recommendations.

Beeause no universal definitions exist for many of the concepts in this study, it is

important to define the concepts that are used. A number of working definitions were

adopted or modified and are outlined in the next section.

Definition of Key Concepts

Orphan: is a child, undel the age of 18, who has lost one or both par.ents.

The English word orphan is delived from Greek and Latin roots meaning "a child

bereaved by the death of one or both palents". ln the Living Conditions Monitor.ing

Surveys Report of 1996, an orphan is defined as a person aged l8 year.s ol below who has

lost one of the parents. The 18 years cut off mar.k was introduced because one is

considered to be mature enough to lend for one self at the age (Central Statistics Office.

r996).

Community: is a group of people who share a common heritage (ethnicity, culture) that

provides rnembers with a strong sense of identity and a common system of values and

beliefs (Rubin & Rubin, 1gg2). It includes a network of connecrions among people

extending through varying degrees of relationship including multiple generations, over a

wide geographic area and involving reciprocal obligations (Foster.& Williamson, 2001).

10



Community mobilization: is the process stimulated by a community itself or by external

change agents of helping communities to identify and take action on shared health o¡

social concems. The community mobilization also aims to strengthen the community

capacity to address its future needs (Minkler, 1992).

OVC Community Based Care Program: The author defines an OVC community-based

care program as a program or project, which supplies services to OVC and families

taking care of OVC, to reduce theil vulnerability. It is a program or project where the

responsibility for making decisions on how to implement and run the project rests at

community level either with local govemment or civil society. For the program to be

"community-based" communities have to be able to actually have control, at least, of

some key aspects of the project fol example deciding on which services will be delivered

and to whom.

Community-Based Organisation: is an inclusive type of organization created and

controlled by local people for their own benefit. These can be traditional organizations or

more recently formed groups designed to help members meet their basic needs and

furthel their common interests. Examples include self-help groups, savings and credit

groups and resident development committees.

Capacity Building: In this study, the authol defines capacity building as a pr.ocess by

which individuals within communities and communities collectively enhance their

abilities to identify and meet challenges conceming the care of orphans and vulnerable

childlen in a sustainable manner. The process provides individuals, communities and

l1



other institutions with capacities that allow them to perform in such a way that provides

optimal care to the orphans and vulnerable children now as well as in future.

As repolted by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP. I 997). pr.iority areas

for capacity building include the following:

o .Leadershipdevelopment.

r Policy research and advocacy.

o Information access, use, and dissemination.

¡ Building of alliances, coalitions, networks, and partnerships.

¡ Financialsustainability,

Community Capacity: is the charactelistic of communities that affects theil ability to

identify and addless social, economic, cultural and environmental issues affecting their

members. Community capacity operates at the individual, group and olganizational levels

and develops in stages. Community capacity requires supportive local organizational

stluctures and processes (fLish Aid, 1998).

Emporverment: For the purposes of this study empowerment is defined as a process by

which communities and individuals within the communities gain mastery over issues

conceming the OVC.

t2



Participation: is the process through which community capacity building can be

achieved. It implies that people in the community are active agents in deciding what they

need to do in relation to the care of OVC. Communities need to be involved in project

planning, implementation, management, including monitor.ing and evaluation.

Sustainability: There are various types of sustainability. The focus in this study is on the

institutional aspect of the concept. According to the author, a community-based program

is deemed sustainable if it is likely to be able to provide a continuing streâm of activities

and outputs that are valued by its stakeholders. Thus, an OVC community-based program

is sustainable if it has the strength to survive and, prefer.ably develop over time in its

provision of the care that the OVC need. At the comrnunity level sustainability includes

the ability to secure extemal and intemal inputs and support necessary to continue

acrivities at a steady or growing rate.

External change agents: are organizations ol individuals based outside a community

who are involved in mobilizing the community thtough activities such as technical

assistance, capacity building, networking support, funding and policy influence (Phiri,

Foster & Nzima, 2001).

13



Chapter 2: Background Information On Zambia and the OVC

Situation

General infonnation

Zambia is a landlocked country located in the southem part of Africa, extending from 80

to 180 south of the equator. It shares borders with Democr.atic Republic of Congo and

Tanzania in the north, Malawi and Mozambique in the east, Botswana and Zimbabwe in

the south, Namibia in the southwest and Angola in the west (see appendix A). The

country covers an arca of 7 52,614 km2. Thele are 9 administrative provinces, each

plovince further divided into districts. Cunently, therc arc72 districts (Centr.al Statistics

Office, 1997).

Zambia is a lormer British colony and attained independence itt I964.Since then, the

country has undelgone three major phases of govel'nance. After independence, it had a

multiparty political system up to 1971 when it became a one party state before reverting

to a multiparty system in 1991.

The climate is tropical with three distinct seasons. The warm and r.ainy season from

December to Aplil, a cool and dly season from May to August and the hot dry season

from September to Novembel. The annual rainfall ranges from 600mm to l400mm per

annum in the different parts of the country.

Zambia's population was estimated to be 10.8 million in 1996 growing at an average

annual rate of 3.37o.The proportion of the population living in urban areas has increased

steadily from 297o in 1969 to 397o in 1990 and an estimated 44.9Vo in 1996. Zambia is

the most urbanized country in Sub-sahara Africa. The most urbanized area in the country

14



is Lusaka province, where about 807o of people live in ùrban areas (UNDP, 1998). There

are significant variations in population density across pr.ovinces. Copperbelt and Lusaka

plovinces have 45 pelsons per km2 compared with less than 6 persons per km2 in

Northern, Westem and North-westem provinces.

Table I below illustrates the country's demographic indicators.

Table 1: Zambia Demographic Indicators

Zambia is a low-incorne country with a poolly functioning economy. The Gross National

product is US$3.6 billion with a growth la,te o10.6Vo per year over rhe past l0 years. The

average per capita income is about US$400 annually. The country's economic

Indicator t969 1980 1990 1996

Population in millions 4.O 5.7 7.8 10.8

Pelcent urban 29.4 39.9 44.O 44.9

Crude Birth Rate per 1000 47.7 s0.0 49.5 45.0

Crude death Rate per 1000 19.7 t6.'7 18.3

Total Fertility Rate 7.1 11 6.5 6.1

Life Expectancy at Birth

Male

Female

41.8

55.0

50.4

52.5

52.9

55.0

47.0

49.0

Infant Mortality Rate r47.0 97.0 89.6 109.0

Source: CSO cited in Zambia Demographic and Health Survey, 1997.
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performance was generally good from 1964 to 197 5 when the price of copper was high in

the world market. This income enabled the govemments' development of a social,

physical, and economic infrastructure (Ministry of Health, 1999).

Poverty data from the Living Conditions Monitoring Survey revealed that people living

below the poverty line levels increased ftom 69.2Vo to 72.980 during the period of 1996 to

1998 respectively. The incidence of extleme poverty (i.e. people who can only affor.d

one meal per day) increased from 53.2?o to 57.gEa during the same period. The poverty

incidence is higher in rural areas than urban areas (UNDPAVor.ld Bank, 1999).

The common health problems are due to poor environmental health, nutrition deficiency

and, complications of pregnancy and childbirth. Cunently, tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS

have emerged as serious public health problems increasing morbidity and mortality rates

in both childlen and adults. The prevalence of HIV in the adult population is estimated at

19.9 7o (Ministry of Health, 1999).

Orplnnhood and Vuhterøbílity it¿ the Zatnbian Context

Orphanhood is not a recent phenomenon in Zambia. However, the impact of AIDS has

worsened the situation. Before the AIDS epidemic, orphans eiisted but they were easily

absorbed wirhin the traditional extended family (McKenow, 1996). McKerrow notes

that. with an increase in the number of orphans, it is becoming increasingly difficult for

the extended family to absorb them.

Families who are also worn out by the widespread and extreme poverty are facing

difficulties coping with the situation. Their anxiety about children's futures is growing

and they are constantly asking questions such as: With whom will children live? Who
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will provide food, clothes and shelter? Who will pay school fees? Who will make sure

children are safe and treated well in theil new homes? (Stecker, Sun, & Mullenix.2000).

ln a country that is characterized by extreme poverty, these questions cannot easily be

answered. As a result many childlen end up being plunged into great economic crisis and

are constantly struggling on their own without basic seivices.

The vulnerability of children affected by AIDS starts even before the parent dies.

Children suffer from the social, economic and psychological consequences of the

epidemic several years prior to the death of a parent, as they live with prolonged or

recunent parental illness (Gilborn et al,200i). ln fact, some studies suggest that the

severity of the epidemic's impact on a child may be greater before he or she is orphaned

than it is in later years. Most children show psychological reactions to parental illness

and death such as depression, guilt, angel and fear. Furthelmore, the recurrent impact of

AIDS at the household level can be associated with continuous traumatic stress syndrome

and a second genelation of problems such as alcohol and dlug abuse, severe depression,

violent behavioul and suicide.

One study on Zambia found that 327o of orphans in urban areas were not enr.olled in

school; as compared with 25Va of non-orphaned children, Half of the 75,000 - 90,000

homeless children in Zambia are orphans. This number has more than doubled since 1991

(Hunter and Williamson, 2000). Children whose palents ate dead accumulate ever-greater

burdens of responsibility as head of household when a glandpalent or other guardian or

caregiver dies. When a parent dies. children, pal'ticularly in the case of girls, may also be

denied theil inheritance and property. In addition, laws and practices that deny widows

their rights and pr:opelty have devastating consequences for children after their father's
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death. Orphaned childlen, who may be emotionally vulnerable and financially desperate,

are more likely to be sexually abused and lorced into exploitative situations. such as

prostitution, as a means of survival.

In some cases, children are fostered by relatives and do not live with either biological

parent. ln this case, the impact of the loss of a relative on fostered children may be as

great as the loss of their natal parent. Extended families can be overburdened by the need

to care for relatives suffering from AIDS. Better-off households may slip into poverty,

and poor families can slide into destitution. This generalized decline in levels of living

increases the vulnelability of children to a lange of consequences including illiteracy,

poverty, child labour, exploitation and unemployment (Huntet & Williamson, 2000). For

example, children orphaned by AIDS are often the first to be denied education when their

extended families cannot afford to educate them. In addition, they may be denied access

to schooling because of the stigma and the often inational fear. sur.rounding AIDS

(PAG,1999).
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Chapter 3: Literature Review

Strategies for Community Cøpacity Building

Although community based. programs that are implemented in Zambia may differ in

approaches and resource base, they ale all framed by strategies for community capacity

building. This community empowering process refers to character.istics of communities

that affect theil ability to identify, mobilize and act to resolve community issues and

concerns (Irish Aid, 1998). In ordel to examine good practices. three great areas of

concem emerge as relating to the implementation and development of community-based

programs. These are community capacity building, participation and empowelment. This

section deals with these three concepts.

Community Capacity Building

Capacity building is a strategic element in the sustainable development of community-

based programs. It is a supportive plocess that enables individuals, institutions and

organizations to function effectively (h'ish Aid, 1998).

As defined by Mcleroy (1996), community capacity building is the characteristic of

communities that affects their ability to identify, mobilize, and address social and public

ploblems, Essentially, community capacity building is based on the premise that people

can, will and should collaborate to solve community problems. ln addition to problem

solving, it builds a stronger sense of community and a foundation for future

collaboration. It embodies the notion that a community can achieve greater self-
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determination within constraints imposed by the larger political economy in which it is

embedded (Littrel and Hobbs, 1971 in Christensen & Robinson, 1989).

Alaerts (i996) defines capacity building as "the process to provide individuals,

organizations and the other relevant institutions with capacities that allow them to

perfolm in such a way that they can perform optimally, now as well as in future". He

elaborates on the fact that, the purpose of capacity building is to provide the individuals

with the intellectual skills, and the institutions with skills and procedures that help them

to meet their objectives,

According to Alaerts (1996), the capacity building process is able ro:

. assist in the diagnosis of institutional strength and weaknesses

afticulate and prioritise the required capacities that need to be impar.ted to the
individuals and institutions (e.g. through capacity building needs assessment); and

irnplement support by using a variety of tools and instruments.

His definition of capacity building emphasises the role of the individual as well as of the

institutions, (which includes organizations). As far as Alaerts (1996) is concerned, what

is achievable in terms of capacity building greatly depends on the environment in which

the capacity building is taking place.

From a political science approach and in the context of strengthening national;

development processes, Morgan (1996) defines capacity building as "...the process of

increasing the ability of individuals, groups, institutions and organizations to identify and
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solve development problems over time". He suggests that capacity building is

synonymous with development.

Morgan's (1996) view of the concept limits its full operationalization. Focus should not

only be on strengthening of human resources and technical organizations. It should be

recognized that contextual factors, such as the economic and political, are an important

part of the picture, and that the exclusive attention to human resources or to organizations

only is too naüow an approach and often a cause of disappointing development

performances.

Abrams (1996) defines capacity building as a process whereby a community is equipped

to undeltake the necessary functions of governance and service provision in a sustainable

manner. It is aimed at increasing access to and use of resources and changing the poor

relations between the parts involved. Abrams uses community in a generic form to

incorporate the concept of appropriate local level responsibility within the framewolk of

local govemment. This cornmunity can be a local government, comrnunity committees or

even centlal govemment department. He recognizes that all communities have capacity.

As such he suggests that capacity building should be undertaken to ensure that the

tlueshold is reached.

In documenting experiences in working with communities in Zambia. Irish Aid (1998)

uses data fiom lesearch and expelience in working with communities to develop a

community empowerment strategy for community capacity building. Irish Aid identifies

many dimensions to the concept of capacity building in the Zambian context. Capacity

building is seen as a process that should take place at both the individual and community
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levels. At the individual level it is seen as an interconnected tr.iad of social, political and

psychological empowerment. At community level it is seen as a process that embodies

freedom for communities to decide and act in managing their own affairs and in pursuit

of agreed outcomes fot the betterment of those living in their setilement. It also implies

community capacity to liaise with intermediary local and central govemment structures in

relation to the issues that affect the community.

The important element in Irish Aid's definition is that capacity building by definition is to

be considered a dynamic, interactive process. From Irish Aid's perspective, developing

empowerment will depend on building shared values, gaining consensus, communication

and organization. The purpose of capacity building is to fostel conditions that str.engthen

the characrerisrics of communities that enable rhem to plan. develop, implement and

maintain effective community progr-ams. The ideal level of full and true paÍicipation is

when people are empowered to olganize themselves to identify and address needs, plan

solutions to problems and take responsibility for developmenr aoions (ILish Aid, 1998).

At the most general level, community capacity building has an underlying theme of the

"betterment of people," meaning that it is all about people initiating a social action

process to improve their situation thlough self-help. The assumption of the concept of

self-help is that by working together, people can improve their own situation

(Christenson & Robinson, 1989). Community development's emphasis on self-help

emerged as a component of a modemization strategy aimed at improving living

conditions while at the same time advocating for a democratic version of empowerment,

but within a frâmework of maintaining political stability. Self-help is more of a process-
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orientated approach than a task oriented one (Christenson & Robinson, 1989). It is also

described as the approach whereby people anive at group decisions and take action to

enhance the social and economic well being of their community (Cebotarev & Brown,

1972, in Christenson & Robinson. 1989).

One major assumption underlying community capacity building is that communities can

understand their own needs better than anyone else and consequently should have the

power to both define and act upon the issues affecting them. However, some critics argue

that, thr-ough this community capacity building approach, change agents involved in the

development of community programs can easily adjust their vision to the goals the local

communities desire and help them to strive towards these goals. For example, it is argued

that the way participatory exercises ale conducted to determine the needs and solutions to

address those needs cannot remain uncolouled by the change agents' knowledge and

experience (Cox, Erlich, Rothman & Tropman 1979). It is also argued that professionals,

and the programs they administer, often weaken community potential to address local

needs (Kretzrnann & McKnight, 1993).

KÌetzmam and McKnight (1993) argue that needs assessments, conducted by change

agents, to determine how communities can address problems create more problems than

they solve. "Needs assessments determine how problems are to be addressed through

deficiency-oriented programs. Organizations translate these programs into local activities

that teach people that nature and extent of their problems and the value of services as the

answer to their ploblems. ,.. Communities begin to see themselves as deficient, victims,

incapable of taking chalge of their lives and for the community's future," Kletzmann and
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Ifuight (1993, p,4). Kretzmann and McKnight further argúe that providing resources on

the basis of needs assessment underlines the perception that only outside experts can

provide real help.

Despite the critiques, capaqity building is an essential component of the community-

based care program. The model adopted by most agencies assisting communities is

guided by concepts typical of urban community development and organization such as

needs identification and assessment, client involvement, intergroup coordination,

intergloup relations, local development. and citizens' organization (Katan, York &

Korazim cited in Campfens, 1999, p. 227). The aim is to build community capacity to

take charge of the problems affecting them.

Participation

Palticipation is a key aspect of community capacity building. It is defined as a process

through which stakeholders influence and share control over development initiatives and

decisions and resoulces that affect them (World Bank, 1996). It means that "the less

privileged are not merely passive beneficiaries of the program but should also take an

active part in the selection, supervision and implementation of progtam activities"

(Tenhaeff, cited in Campfens,I 999, p, I 67,).

Participation involves mobilizing, motivating, and organizing target groups and

improving their opportunities for ploblem solving (Stafleu cited in Campfens, 1999)

Through the participation process, communities can make i¡formed commitments.

However. to be conelated with community capacity building, pârticipation must be

associated with the belief that one really can influence decisions being made and have an
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effect on actions taken. Too often, the involvement of community residents (in

community planning for example) is little more than tokenism. This kind of participation

does not result in meaningful change and usually ends in fiustlating communities that

genuinely want to do something (lrish Aid, 1998),

Studies of community participation have demonstrated that active involvement together

with perceptions of influence and contlol contribute significantly to the personal

empowerment of community members ((Rich, Elderstein, Hallman & Wanderman,

1995). In communities that ate in gleat need. thoughtl-ul work is required to ensure that

pafiicipation is meaningful and effective (Keenan & Pinkelton, 1991).

Participation can take many forms such as involvement in committees, decision-making,

service delivery and plogram planning and management. Through such par.ticipation and

control the community is able to meet the needs of its individuals (Gerchick, cited in

Schulz, lsreal, Zimmerman, & Checkoway. I995).

Palticipation alone is not sufficient. In addition to participation, Cottrell (1997) suggests

another concept of community competence, which is defined as the ability of any kind of

community to ploblem solve effectively and thus to master social and environmental

challenges (Eng, Salmon & Mullan, 1992).

Cottlell (1997) suggested that the process of enhancing communiry comperence typically

involves the following:

Activities that strengthen investment and commitment

Clarification of issues and interest in the community.
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Development of the ability of community members to articulate views, attitudes,

needs, and intentions.

Enhancement of communication skills.

The ability to negotiate differences and manage conflict.

Membership participation.

To respond conectly to people in their community settings, actors involved in

implementing community-based care ptograms must develop what is called ,,habits of

mind" that direct attention to context as well as the client (Nirus, Kemp & Gibson, cited

in Mattain Lowery & Meyer, 1998), Such habits should be reinforced by routine use of

methods that open up issues for attention, such as social, economic, political issues and

how they affect the clients. Examples of such reinfotcers or prompts that encourage

contextual mindfulness include efforts to ensure community participation in planning,

delively and monitoring services.

Community Empowerment

The term empowelment refers to a process by which individuals, groups, communities

and organizations gain mastely over issues of concem to them (Rappapor-t, 1987).

Empowennent as a process is a lifelong endeavour.; that is, people develop individually,

socially. and politically thtoughout their lives (h.ish Aid, 1998), This process locuses on

different levels from individual change to a group or collective emphasis, and to

organizational, institutional or community change.
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In their Commwzit¡, Empowennent Strategy document, Irish Aid (1998) note that

community empowerment also implies communities liasing with intermediary local and

central govemment structures in relation to their own development. It involves officials

listening to and valuing community members'input to decision making. It also involves

transparency and accountability both to extemâl sources and within the community. The

document emphasizes the fact that community empowerment will depend on building

shared values, gaining consensus, communication and organization.

An effective community empowering process begins with a thorough understanding of a

particula[ community and its needs. What works well in one community may not work in

another (Poole, 1997). Since communities can never be the same, assumption on what

wolks and where it works should be made with gr.eat understanding of the context of the

pa icular comrnunity, even if it is within the same country.

Kletzmann and McKlight (1993) do not rglee with the needs based approach. Rather

they emphasize the fact that tlìere is a need to identify community strengths,

competencies, and resources as well as needs and challenges. They warn that providing

resources on the basis of needs assessment underlines the perception that only outside

experts can provide real help. According to them, the key to community development is

to locate all the available local assets and then connect them in ways that help the

community to be more effective. They note that focusing on local assets does not mean

that outside help is not needed. Rather it simply suggests that outside resources will be

more effectively used if communities really know what those resources are meant for (i.e.

building on what is already there).
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According to Johnson (1992), an accurate mapping of what constitutes a particular

neighboulhood is very critical to the success of a community-level intervention. He notes

that major domains for communily profiling include: Physical setting; history;

demographiðs and population; cultural factors; economic factors; political system;

sociocultural system; human services system; major problems and concems of the

community and general community functioning (such as sense of identity and belonging,

decision-making sfuctures, and autonomy).

ln summarizing this section on strategies fol community capacity building, it can be

noted that there are many diverse views around the concept of community capacity

building, participation and empowelment. However thele are some common under.lying

assumptions. One assumption is that individuals can understand their. own needs bettet

than anyone else (palticulally the expert) and consequently they should have the power.

both to define and act upon them. It is also assumed that all people possess strengths

upon which they can build.

Based on the analysis/review of cunent literature and the researcher's practice

experience, it can be concluded thar capacity building for. communities involved in the

care of OVC needs to be seen as an active þr'ocess by which communities influence the

direction and execution of the OVC programs. It also has to be viewed as a process for

enhancing the well-being of the vulnerable children through personal gr.owth and self-

reliance.

Additionally, communities must be given the necessary support in having access to

adequate lesources, skills and information. This is the best way to meet the needs of OVC
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in the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.

Community-based programs for the OVC stand a better. chance if they are managed by

local citizens and organized in the context of particular communities.

Enøbling Environment for Community Capacity Building

The AIDS/HIV orphans issue in zambia is a multi-dimensional problem, which consists

of a tangle of problerns relating to income, housing, knowledge, work, welfare. health

and the environment. Problems created by the poverty/AlDS situation manifest

themselves on different levels: the micro level of the individual problem itself, the meso

level of the disadvantaged and the macro level of social economic discrepancies

(Donahue, 2001). It is essential to create an enabling environment among ordinaty

citizens, local government and plofessional workers from donors and non-governmental

organisations. By enabling environment, we do not only refer to the over.all orientation of

the economy but also to appropriate legislation, including an adequate set of r.ules and

legulations that will cleally state the conditions for the community car.e of OVC.

This section plovides literaturc on issues related to the creation of an enabling

environment, which can lesult in the implementation of successful community-based

programs. As mentioned earlier, in Zambia, the programs are basically driven by external

aid agencies. There seems to be little sense of urgency at the govemment level and quite

limited political will to support the changes thar need to be in place if the initiatives are to

be successful (Guest, 2001).
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The role of the National Governntent

Community-based programs have great potential to empower poor com¡nunity members

to provide the care that the OVC need. Kelly (2001) comments that rhe community-based

programs focus on an interactional problem solving process where all parties involved

should play their appr-opriate roles. He fuÍher notes that it is the role of govemment to

create an enabling environment within the politicat, social and economic environment

where the programs are taking place.

Harper (1998) cautions that while community care can certainly give individuals a better

quality of life than they would have in an institution, community care can equally be a

convenient cover fol the neglect by the state. It is thelefore necessary that national

govemments create an enabling environment that contains a number of intrinsic

ingredients including political leadership, informed national policies, appropr.iate

legislation and provision of resources (Phili, Foster & Nzima, 2001).

Mcleod and Tovo (2001) suggest that it is important that community care projects fit

within the overall policy framework so that projects are complemented and guided by a

larger system of nol'ms and standards that can help insure quality, facilitate monitoring

and promote consistency across the country. As with most projects, politics and policies

can gleatly influence the effectiveness of comrnunity-based projects. In addition political

leadership can help raise awaleness about social care. For example, in all countries that

have seen a decline in AIDS infection lates, political leadership has been the driving

folces behind change (Subbarao, Mattimore & Plangemann 2001). Without central

government planning, the community capacity building process can lead to inequalities
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that emerge as different communities pursue iheir own prior.ities with unequal resource

bases.

Because community based projects in Zambia tend to operate outside govemment

ministries, it is.essential that they are complemented and guided by sectoral policies,

which can provide criteriá, guidelines and quality standards (Mudenda et al., 1999. It is

especially important to ensure that the pl'ojects occur with the consent, whether. fomal or.

informal from Govemment at the lowest possible level. The ideal situation would be one

in which the local goveÍìments aglee to take on recunent costs, since they will remain in

the community while NGOs may not always be there and CBOs may disband (World

Bank,2000)

External Change Agents

Extemal change agents are organizations or. individuals based outside the countr.y who

are involved in the rnobilization of the communities though activities such as technical

assistance, networking support, funding and policy influence (Phir.i, Foster & Nzima,

2001 ),

While it is acknowledged that there is a role for. outside agencies to expand the of

community possibilities, they should never advocate a particular course of action. Change

agents should avoid manipulating people towards specific ends in the self-help approach.

"Such manipulation often leads people to undertake tasks which they do not have the

skills, desires or the resources to achieve" (Batten, cited in Christenson & Robinson,

1939, p.33). Christenson (1989) suggests that the change agent should help people to

explore altematives and organize lor action.
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The starting point for extelrral agents to assist in creating effective responses to the care

of orphans and vulnerable children is to recognize that families and communities al.e the

principal safety nets for childlen (Donahue, 1998). It is therefore vital to increase the

capacity of communities to take cale of the orphans and vulnerable children. lntervention

by ptoject designers, policy makers and others has significant, sustainable impacts on

childlen's vulnerability and well being largely to the extent that they sustain ongoing

capacities of affected families and communities to protect and care for the vulnerable

children (UNAIDS & UNICEF,2002).

Experience with much large-scale international development assistance is that it has often

been poorly targeted and produced little impact at community level, with extremely low

levels of resources reaching the poolest (FosLer', 2000). Williar¡son, Lor.ey, and Foster.

(2001) note that donols have short time frames and they impose extemally agreed

indicators and are accountable to outside soulces rather than beneficialy representatives,

They further note that the political environments in which donors operate and,

consequently, their own management systems, require that they produce results quickly.

Doing things quickly is a misrnatch to the situation, both to the slow progression of long-

term impacts oi HIV/AIDS and to the requilemenrs of communities who must build.

strengthen, and sustain social structures that will need to last for decades.

Richaldson (2000) notes that successful external aid must consider the future when

wolking with communities and must implement programs based on a clear understanding

of the past history of the area. Poor communities must be able to manage their own

affails once the outside influence is gone. When long-term sustainability and
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effectiveness is the goal, it is more important to influence the functioning of the entire

system than it is to provide a product o¡ service that may be needed in the immediate

present.

It is clear from the discussions above that empowering communities means creating an

enabling environment. People involved in implementing the programs need to be filling

the gap between rhetoric and reality by focusing on the relationship between the

community-based programs and the overall pattems of national development.

Many cultural, economic and political baniers effectively prevent the pool.from having

.any real stake in meaningful care of the OVC. Such baniers include illiter.acy, povefiy

and lack of knowledge on civil rights. Without special efforts by the designers and

sponsols of projects and without appropriate policies to address and overcome these

obstacles, communities will not effectively provide the care that the OVC need.

Perspective on Comn unity Care

The development and implementation of OVC community carc programs has been with

the idea that orphans and vulnelable children are better. taken care of within the

community rather than in institutiolìs (Hunter & Williamson, 2000). The assumption of

community care is that communities have families. or capable wornen and men, who are

willing and able to provide the care. This assumption is questionable when you examine

issues related to child care in relation to the Zambian context. This part of the literature

review discusses issues related to kinship care and the concept of caring from the United

Nations Child Rights Perspective.
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Kinship Care

The community care program seems to rely on the concept of kinship care. The phrase

"kinship care" was inspiled by the work of Stack (1974) who documented the importance

of extended kinship networks in the African-American community. The term "kin" often

includes any lelative by blood or maniage or any person with close non-family ties to

another (Takas, 1993). The non-family ties refer to unions without blood ties or marital

ties. People can become part of a family unit or, indeed. form a family unit simply by

deciding to live and act toward each other as a family (Billingsley, 1992).lt is necessary

to examine the strength of the kinship bond as evidenced by Zambian history and to

conect and balance some of the deficits-based interpretation of history. According to

Kelly (2001), the plimary family unit in Zambia has always been the extended family,

which incorpolated the entire community. Children belonged to the entire community and

responsibility was collective.

The extended family functions as a survival mechanism for children who have lost their

palents. It provides tangible help such as material support. income. assistance in

household tasks, as well as non-tangible support such as expressive interaction, emotional

support, counselling, instruction, and social regulation (Wilson, 1989 in Ewalt, Freeman

& Poole, 1998). lncleasing numbers of children are being taken care of within the

extended family. The Zambian govemment estimates that more than 70Vo of Zambian

households care fol one or more orphans (Centlal Statistics Office, 1996).

Caring

The concept of caling is of considelable value in this study as it will help us to move

beyond some of the assumptions that underlie the development of community-based care.
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This section of literature tries to define the concept of caring so that it can provide the

theoretical and historical perspectives of community-based care. The concept of caring

has been cliticized as theoretically underdeveloped (Thomas, 1993; Graham, 1993). Ir has

spawned a large and diverse, and fr:equently fragmented literature that tends to reflect the

concelns and interests of individual academic disciplines and specific orientations. These

include feminist debates, plofessional litelature and social policy writings.

Caring refers to the physical, mental, and emotional activities and effort involved in

looking after, responding to, and suppolting others (Baines, Evans & Neysmith, i998).

What is common to caring, whether paid ol not, is that it is highly gender.ed and typically

viewed as the responsibility of women..ln addition, as Thomas (1993) explains, care

wolk involves a lelationship that is defined in terms of ties or bonds signifying degree of

personal familiarity and obligation, Baines, Evans & Neysmith (1998) identify rhat there

are various factors that i¡fluence the caring lesponsibilities and these include cultur.e,

race, politics, and changing economies.

Child Rights Perspective on Caring for Children

According to Cook (1998), governments in the southem legion of Africa have ratified the

Convention on the Rights of a Child. Issues related to the OVC in the region are

supposed to be guided by the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child

(CRC). CRC contains useful features in relation to programs for children:

. It is an intemationally recognized framework for addressing the welfale of

children.
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It looks at children's rights and development holistically without discrimination,

taking into account all aspects of child development, from the role of the family to

the right to be heard.

It holds that the "best interest of the child shall be a primary consideration" in all

deliberations considering the child's welfare.

It advocates the promotion of healthy development of children. It emphasizes that

the state has obligations to protect the individual child and adopt national

legislation to protect the principles set forth in the CRC to guarantee the rights to

survival, development and protection.

Flom a child and youth perspective, the CRC includes a selies of important participation

articles. Articles 12-17 recognize that children have the r.ight to privacy, to be heard in

decisions that affect them, to expless theil opinions, to exercise fi.eedom of thought,

conscience, and religious association and to access infonnation. Articles 42-25 outline

specific monitoling and implementation mechanisms to measure a states progress in

achieving its obligations to children (UNICEF, 2000).

The rights of the child listed in the 54 articles of the CRC can loosely be grouped into

[oul themes:

o Survival: implies providing adequate food, shelter, clean water, primary health

care and a safe environment.

r Protection: implies plotection from abuse. neglect and exploitation.
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. Development: implies supporting the child's normal physical, emotional and

psychological development through provision of formal education, health care

and a caring and nurturing environment.

r Participation: implies supporting meaningful involvement of the child in all levels

of decision-making and having input and. access to information in different

aspects of their lives (Cook, 1998).

Implementing the CRC articles is a considerable challenge for those implementing

ptograms for the care of orphans in Zambia due to cultural. social and economic factols.

At the Eastern and Southem Africa Confelence held in Zambia în 2001, the delegates

noted that if programs are to succeed in taking the Human Rights Approach, sufficient

time needs to be invested in building commirment among r.ole player.s (UNICEFruSAID,

2001).

Throughout sub-Saharan Afi'ica, tradition holds that children do not belong only to their.

parents, but to wider extended lamilies, clans and villages (Nsamenang, 1992).

Nsamenang fulther notes that it is notmal, fol a child, to grow up with multiple .mothers,

and 'fathers'-with kin- and community-networks collectively participating in one's

care. Aunts, uncles, glandparents and close family friends ar.e involved in making

decisions on behalf of children.

Meeting the needs of children in a country characterized by poverty is quite a daunting

task not only for the family but also for. the countr.y as a whole. There is no financial

security at any level, be it family or national. As financial security decreases, a cycle is

created which cannot easily be broken, that is, basic needs ale not met; emotional support
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decreases; ability to continue education decreases, access to health care decreases and so

does the ability of children to cope (Donahue, 1999). Britain's Department for

Intemational Development (DFID) has estimared that 85Vo of the population of Zambia

lives in extreme poverty and 42Vo of childrenunder five are so malnourished that they are

growing up stunted (Christian Aid, 2001). In this situation, the vulnerability of children is

greatly increased.
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Chapter 4: Methodology

Conceptual and Theoretical Frømework

Communities and individual families in Zatmbîa arereally facing the challenge of taking

cale of the OVC. Despite being faced with great challenges, their sense of duty and

responsibility to the OVC has always been without limits. Even though a family may not

have sufficient resoul'ces to take care of the existing membels, orphans ar.e taken in

(Foster, 2000). It is, therefole, clitical to advocate that community-based programs

should focus on building and strengthening the capacity of communities to be able to take

care of the orphans. Because the family and the community seems to provide the most

practical response to the orphan problem, stl.ategies and interventions should focus on

strengthening community structure and operations so that they can adequately dischar.ge

their child care role.

The theoretical fi'amework that was used for this study was both pragmatic and eclectic.

It does not only address practical issues that concem community-based pr.ograms but also

the ideas, values and ideals that fall under the theme of community development. The

study used the capacity locused apploach advocared by Ktetzmann and McKnight

(1993). This framewolk allowed the researcher to suggest approaches that can help

program planners in developing sustainable community-based programs that can build

community capacity as well as meet the needs of the OVC.

By using this framework this study did not advocate for program implementation thar

ignores needs assessment. Rather it sought to emphasize the fact that needs assessment
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should go along with identification of community strengths, competencies, resources as

well as challenges.

The strength of the capacity-focused approach lies in its emphasis on tapping into the

already existing capabilities within communities rather than just focusing on needs.

First, the approach acknowledges that significant community development takes place

only when local people are committed to investing themselves and their resources in the

effort. The apploach discourages program planners from focusing on needs assessments

to determine how problems are to be addlessed. According to this framework, deficiency

oriented programs result in communities thinking that their. problems can only be solved

by outsidels. Communities begin to see themselves as deficient victims incapable of

taking charge of their lives and for their community's future.

Second, the approach recognizes the fact that the key to community development is to

locate all assets within the community and to begin to connect them with one another in

ways that multiply their power and effectiveness. It acknowledges that community

initiatives begin with what is in the community, the capabilities of its residents, not what

is absent or pr:oblematic or with what the community needs.

Thild, it recognizes the need to link communities to resources and skills that are not

available within the community. It suggests that outside resources can be more

effectively used if the local community can define the agenda for which additional

resources must be obtained.
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Based on the literature review and documented experience in implementation of

community-based care proglams, the author uses Figure 1 to depict an overall

conceptualization of community capacity building in the Zambian context. Figure 1

presents the overall concepiual framework.

Figure I. The Conceptual Frantetvork for overall community capacity building

Phase l
Formation of
Community structures

Phase II
Strengthening community
stl.uctures through training

Plnse III
Linking community to Financial &
Government lnstitutions.

Phase IV
Developnent of Income Generâting
Activities.
Reinvestment in community
structures-

Economic Development

Communit¡r Capacity Building

Empowerment

Commlrnifv Mânâsemenf
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Figurel depicts two levels where capacity building is needed in developing community-

based OVC programs. These levels are further divided into four phases.

The first level of community capacity building can be refened to as institutional

developntent lev¿i. At this level two phases are considered.

Phase 1 of the institutional development level involves the formation of community

structules. These structures should be built on the already existing community structures

such as church groups, Resident Development Committees (RDC), indigenous savings

groups etc. Where such structures do not exist new stluctures can be created.

Phase 2 focuses on strengthening the community structures through skills development

training. Most community leaders need training in leadership, communication and

conflict lesolution skills. Once the community structures are consolidated then the

plogram can move to the second level.

The second level is called lhe econontic developntent levet.This level also involves two

phases (i.e. third and fourth phases of our overall conceptualization of community

capacity building).

Phase 3 of the overall conceptualization of community capacity building involves linking

the formed community structures to financial institutions and relevant govemment

institutions that can provide income generating skills and crerlit schemes. Mar.ket linkages

are a crucial aspect of this stage.
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Phase 4 calls for people starting to undertake individual and,/or collective income

generating activities (IGAs). The activities are meant to help community members to

raise income that will help in meeting OVC needs.

All the stages outlined above should lead to community self reliance ând. empowement

(building communit y capacity).

Research Design

This study used an exploratory/descriptive design, which employed document analysis

and survey research methods. It involved the study and analysis of existing documents on

community-based care fol OVC in Sub Sahara Afr.ica, particularly Zambia. The

documents analysed included both published and unpublished articles, journals,

documents by aid agencies such as UNICEF, USAID, UNAIDS, UNDP, Government

repo s and books on community-based care for orphans and vulnerable childr.en and

community capacity building, Well-established informative websites to this research

topic were also sealched. These included UNICEF, Vr'olld Bank, USAID, and Christian

Aid,

In older to minimize distortion that could possibly arise from document analysis,

standardized open-ended interviews wele conducted with key informants (refer. to

appendix C). The key informants, who included both practitioners and community

representatives, plovided expert opinion as they were presurned to have special

knowledge about community-based care proglams in Zambia.It was important to include

community reptesentatives so that the likelihood of bias in the information to be collected
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could be reduced. Both the practitioners and community representatives were chosen

from projects showing success in terms of building community capacity to care for the

OVC and also willing to participate in the study. The focus in these interviews was on

describing pattems and linkages of the project processes and outcomes to community

capacity building. They, therefore, helped in identifying issues related to community

capacity building.

This approach was chosen not only because of limited resources and time available to

conduct this research using primaly data, but also because of the recognition that existing

information can be valuable in research. Existing information provides a foundation for

ploblem formulation, for design of new research, and for the analysis and interpretation

of new information (Stewart, 1993, cited in Padgett, 1998). According ro Stewarl, there is

no reason why existing infolmation cannot be used for knowledge, interpretations and

conclusions. He especially emphasises that "thele is no point in rediscovering that which

is already known." Since a number of studies have been conducted in Zambia and

elsewhere in Africa, there was sufficient secondary data fol this research to generate

interpretations going beyond what existed.

Another advantage of using existing data was that it was the least obtrusive type of data

collection method and yet it provided useful information. Documents and existing data

lack leactivity effect, as the researcher does not have any impact on the natural course of

events (Padgett, 1998).
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Data and methodological triangulation (use of various data sources) were used in order to

increase the authenticity and reliability of the interpretations. The logic of triangulation

was based on the premise that no single method adequately solves the problem of rival

causal factors. Because each method reveals different aspects of empirical reality,

multiple methods of observation must be employed (Denzin. 1978, cited in Pamon, 1987).

Sample Definitíon

The study focused on extemally funded utban OVC programs. Program selection was

done through a review of documents and was also based on the resealchel's past

experience in working with community-based organizations in Zambia. Selection was

also based on the "core criteria" set by UNAIDS (2000). These included the following:

Relevance

The plogram must have been designed to addtess the challenges faced by orphans and

vulnerable childlen an impoverished society. Relevance was defined accor.ding to the

following:

The goals and objectives of the initiative were clear.

The objectives of the initiative lealistically tuned to the available resources of the

community.

The process by which the objectives and activities were determined was clear,

The strategies used took into account the existing social, economic and political

context.
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Efliciency

ihe design of the initiative provided for equal partnership by as broad and representative

a group of community members as possible. Efficiency dealt with issues such as:

¡ The availability of resources (human and financial) were being used to the

maximum extent possible.

o The project was doing something to implove the use of financial and material

resources.

o Thele were particular skills and practices, which have contr.ibuted to the efficient

use of lesources that would be valuable for others to know.

. The project was adequately meeting the community's expectations of needed

services and support.

. Proper monitoring of the use of resources.

o Co-ordination with partners.

. The process of volunteer recruitment and tr-aining mâtched the needs of the

project.

Effectivettess/lmpact

The design of the project was such that it built community capacity and ensured

sustainability. It also maximized the use of existing community resources while

identifying and using additional extemal resources as needed. lndicators pointing to

effectiveness included the following:
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. The project was achieving its intended objectives with some examples of the

impacts achieved.

. Any unexpected positive and negative impacts were noted and something done

about them.

. lmpacts were being monitored in a clear way with follow up activities clearly

defined.

Sustainabili4,

Sustainability had to do with the fait that the program community members in decision

making and ploject evaluation. Some indicators for sustainability that were considered

included the following:

e The project was adequately resourced over time with a clear plan for future

funding.

o Linkages were established with structutes beyond the project and the community.

. Some policy changes resulting form the project.

o A sense of ownership of the project by the community.

Elhícal Soundness

Ethical soundness had to do with how the project upheld the rights and dignity of

children and othel people affected by HIV/AIDS. The pr-oject needed to be one that also



supported children's rights such as rights to information and health, right to non-

discrimination, etc. In this case the projecr had to exhibit the following:

r Respect for confidentiality.

o Positive non-discriminatory messages about HIViAIDS and o¡phaned children.

. Support for the rights of children including ensuring survival, protection and

development of children.

Data Collection

Data collection for this study was mainly from documents. Key infor.mant interviews

were conducted to supplement the data collected from documents.

Documents

As mentioned earlier', data collected for this study was primarily obtained through the

unobtrusive lesealch method of document analysis. Documents included program

documents such as annual feports, case reports, wor*shop reports, extel.nal aid reports,

govemment feports and any plior evaluations. Most documents were accessed thr.ough

various websites. The use of random and purposive sampling of the documents that

related to community capacity building and community care of OVC enabled the

lesearcher to review a broad cross-section of documents related to the subject.

A checklist fol the document analysis was developed to guide the data collection (see

appendix B). This checklist also provided a framework for analysis. Issues in this

framework included various aspects of community-based programs such as type of
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organization, resources, networking, pr.ocess of identification and placement of orphans,

support to care givers etc.

Key informant interviews

To complement the document analysis, interviews with key informants were conducted.

The key informants included experts from govemment and non-govemmental

organizations, representatives fiom external aid agencies and community representatives.

A total of six interviews out of the planned ten wele conducted: three representatives

fi'om the selected two projects that had consented to participate in the study, one from

govemment and one interview with a representative from donor agencies and one from

the NGOs (refer to list of interviewees given in appendix C).

Four of the intelviews were conducted by telephone, as the resealcher did not have the

resources to travel for the interviews. The interviews lasted between 45 minutes to one

hour. One interview was an electronic mail inter.view with a short telephone lollow-up.

One was a face-to-face intetview conducted by a researcher.whom I had asked to help out

because of the difficulty with travel.

The key informants provided the following information:

How particular projects for the cale of OVC were implemented?

What plinciples were applied in implementing their project and why?

The stakeholders who wele involved in implementing the project and what role

each of them played?
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How the project was managed and what role the community plays in the

management of the project?

In relation to community capacity building, what elements of the projects were

working well and why?

In relation to community capacity building, what were the principles o¡ elements

that were not working well and why?

What needed to be done to improve the aspects that were not wolking well?

These questions were addressed through standardized open-ended questions ,.wr.itten out

in advance exactly the way they wele to be asked in the interview" (Patton, 1990, p. 285)

(see Appendix B). Having standardized open-ended questions helped to ensure that all

the interviews were conducted in a consistent thorough maruter. Nevertheless, there was

room fol probes that were limited to critical issues only. Another reason for using the

standaldized, open-ended interviews was that the lesearchel had limited tirne and

financial resoulces to pulsue less structured methods fol the number of respondent that

needed to be interviewed.

Datø Analysis

The analysis focused on linking the study into the knowledge base of community

capacity building and empowerment. Although the r.esearcher had some sense of the

practices that would lead to successful irnplementation of community-based programs,

themes for identifying the practices wer.e derived from the data that was collected.

Already existing documents on community-based care programs were studied
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systematically to provide insight on the practices that lead to successful programs. The

data collected from áocuments was further substantiated by findings from key informant

interviews.

Since the study was exploratory, coding of data was used as a process of identifying pieces

of information (meaning units) and linking these to concepts and themes around which the

thesis findings wele organized (Padgett, 1998). The coding scheme was designed on the

basis of data from documents and responses of key infor.mants to the open ended questions.

In the initial coding, "open coding" was used to help the researcher to resist the temptation

of relying on a plioli concepts to understand the data (padgett, 1998). Open coding

involves uruestricted coding to produce concepts and dimensions that seem to fit the data

fairly well (Monette, Sullivan & Dejong,200l). This was necessary because thel.e were

many other pre-existing concepts from other. r.esearchers, who have studied community-

based care programs that could have easily obscured the data collected.

In the next step of the analysis, concepts that related to or descr.ibed issues related to

cornmunity capacity-building were sorted into themes. This step involved a higher level of

abstraction and conceptualization. As linkages between codes were discovered, themes

began to emerge. Phrases, sentences or entire paragraphs became the themes. These

included "community mobilization",''needs assessment", "community based economic

support", "educational programs", "partnerships" etc. Upon comparing the content of some

categories, if they seemed similar, they were latel gr:ouped together. I¡ some cases, as the

themes were developed subcategolies became necessary. For example community based
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economic suppoÍ was further classified into income generation activities, savings and

credit and market linkages.

The highest levels of abstlactions involved the linking of the study findings into the

conceptual framework as well as literature (this is what is contained in the implications

section of chapter 5). As noted by Monette, Sullivan & Dejong (2001¡, "qualitative

research often strives for understanding by generalizing beyond the data to mor.e abstract

and general concepts or theories" þ. a40).

Lìmitations of the Study

Thele were some limitations. mainly lelated to the research design, which need to be

noted.

First, this study relied mainly on secondary data from repofis on the community-based

progr'âms. Unfortunately, most studies that have been conducted have been cauied out by

the organizations that fund community-based plogr.ams. Likely, the infor.mation

contained biases that wele not readily appalent to the reseal.cher. However, as indicated

earlier, this bias was reduced through the use ofkey informant interviews.

Second, whilst multiple sources of infotmation served to ensure reliability, this, irt reality

was very difficult fol the researcher as she had knowledge and experience of the Zarnbian

system and the way donor agencies operate. Consequently, this experience could have

biased the findings. However', the use of standardized, semi-structured open-ended

questions, as eallier described, helped to control this problem. The researcher. also

engaged another person to assist in the data collection.
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Chapter 5: Findings and Implications

This Chapter begins with the findings fi'om both the document analysis and the key

informant interviews. Along with the general document analysis that was done, two

programs that were showing success in building community capacity to care for the OVC

were reviewed in detail (see appendix D) and are cited as examples.

The programs cited met the criteria desclibed under sample definition in chapter 4.

Although the interventiol.t strategies varied in some ways, the programs represented

practices or key elements from which lessons could be dr.awn. According to the Royal

Tropical Institute (K-lT) (2001), a practice describes a plocess that has been cauied out by

an olganization/ institution/ community to address one o[ more specific problems. It can

serve as an example and/or inspiration for others that are confronted with a similal.

ploblem. The practice desclibes, in a plactical way, the whole process of implementation

as it has taken place.

The process that was taken to anive at the findings was elaborated upon in the preceding

data analysis section. The themes that were developed in the data analysis pointed us to

the key elements of the OVC programs that are showing success in building community

capacity to care for the OVC.

Following the section on the key elements is the analysis and discussion of the

implications of the findings. The implications focus on the cr.itical issue of community

capacity building and empowerment in the Zambiân context.
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Key Elements of Community-Based Programs

The elements discussed in this section were derived from the themes that were dweloped

thtough data analysis. The elements include the following:

o Community mobilization and identification of community needs.

r Identification of vulnerable children.

o Economicresources/povertyalleviation.

¡ Meeting OVC educational needs.

o Children's participation and psychosocial needs.

. Paltnership and program governance.

o Caring responsibility and gender issues.

. Policy environment and govemment involvement.

¡ Program monitoring and evaluation.

Each of the above elements is fulther discussed in the subheadings that follow.

Community Mobilization and Identification of Community Needs

The findings indicated that the main element of orphan programming was community

mobilization. Various palticipatoly methodologies were employed in assisting the

communities to identify issues related to the care of orphans and ro develop responses.

Giving an example of Children in Distr.ess (CINDÐ Kitwe and the OVC programs

supported by Project Concem Intemational (PCI), the identification of community needs

was done tlu'ough Participatory Leaming Action (PLA). The needs assessment laid the
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foundation for the planning process as it generated information on what was known about

HIV/AIDS and its effects on the community, particularly the children. Not only did the

process provide an opportunity for all involved to identify the needs of orphans, but it

also served as a way of building consensus among the stakeholders in making strategic

choices on how to deal with the identified needs. The foundation of program

implementation was, in general, based on the notion that if community members were

mobilised to take ownership oi their problems and solurions of those problems, long-

term sustainable interventions would be put in place.

Once needs were identified, community OVC committees were for.med. The committees

assisted in identifying orphans and vulnelable children in the community. They also

worked with the community in plioritizing needs related to the OVC. Training was

provided for the elected committees and community member.s. Training usually included

leadership, business, monitoling and evaluation skills as well as subjects such as

nutrition, health care, AIDS education, etc. The training, which was pr.ovided by pr.oject

staff, was an ongoing process. By providing training, the programs were striving to create

a sense of independence and self-reliance within the community.

The programs also identified existing community str.uctures through which work was

caruied out. In all the districts where OVC programs supported by PCI were working,

they involved local government district structures. These structures were largely non-

functional in terms of helping OVC until the PCI ptogram provided resources to

levitalize and mobilize them. The program also worked with structures established by

religious organizations.
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CINDI Kitwe, on the other hand, started by using existing home-based care structures to

set up new community committees. They also co-opted people from various ministries in

their committees to help with relevant issues such as health and education. For example,

teachers-ClNDl commiitees were formed in schools to help children who were not able

to pay school fees. CINDI's extensive networ* of community committees offered a

unique opportunity that gave o¡phans and their families access to information and

contacts fol things such as planning, training and technical expertise.

In both CINDI Kitwe and PCI OVC programs, planners learned that the involvement of

people from a bload range of interest groups contributed to the success of their activities.

lnvolvement of different stakeholder gloups maximised the use of local human resources

whose skills and knowledge helped to mitigare the effects of HIV/AIDS and its impact on

childlen.

One weakness in the PLA exelcise was that it focused on needs. not much was done to

explore existing resoulces in the communities.

Identification of Vulnerable children

Genelally, the focus was on children in need rathel than exclusively on orphans because

children in Zambia face economic vulnerability in lar.ge numbers. A situation analysis

conducted in 1999 indicated that there was very little difference in economic status

between orphan and non-orphan children. Abott 75Vo of orphan children were found in

households living below the poverty line and 737o of non-orphan children lived below the

poverty line. ln order to develop effective community supported programs, the programs
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targeted vulnerable children in general. It was acknowledged that in communities where

many children are vulnerable there was no need to separate them becâuse orphans were

not the only children living in desperate circumstances (USAID, UNICEF, SIDA &

Study Fund. 1999).

T. M. Mukuka (personal communication, August 12,2002) also mentioned that most

children in the communities were living in desperate conditions and that it was, ther.efore,

important to focus on children in need rather than orphans. He fulther mentioned that

focusing on HIV/AIDS orphans had a stigmatising effect on the children. Mukuka also

highlighted the fact tltat beyond stigma, focusing on orphans sometimes created conflicts

in homes that received assistance because they kept orphans. According to Mukuka,

when the family received material assistance. some orphans became anogant and claimed

that without them, the family would not get the assistance after.all.

The findings indicated that communities used a vulnerability index based on their own

definition and categorization of vulnelability. Each community considered the factor.s

that contributed to vuh.rerability in its area and established criteria to. identify its most

vulnerable children. Initially description of vulnerability focused on AIDS but it was

lealized that this had a stigmatizing effect on the children. The communities shifted their

focus on vulnerable children inespective of status as orphans ol cause. With this shift, it

became possible to incorpolate childlen from larger families whose situation had been

made more desperate as a result of taking in otphans. Children from households headed

by other children were also included. By bloadening the definition of vulnerability,

stigmatization was ieduced. As a result community support was enhanced.
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Economic Resources/Poverty Alleviation

The care of orphaned children generally fell on poorer families within communities

especially women. It was usually not a matter of choice but of need. A survey done to

find out what determined the choice to become a caregiver revealed that one third of

caretagivet in Zambia agreed to care for orphans only because nobody else would

(McKenow. 1996).

Communities were faced with high levels of poverty. Most communities identified

poverty as the main factor contributing to problems that communities experienced in

caring for OVC. Issues that arose from poverty included inability to provide education,

health cale, food and clothing.

As such, community-based plograms devoted their efforts to promoting income

generating skills and activities, especially among the women who were in the forefront of

the community care of OVC. The income genelation program assisted communities to

engage in activities that helped them raise funds to assist the OVC. The idea behind

income promotion of generating activities was that if communities laised their own

income. they would be able to manage their own pr-oblems such as paying school fees or

providing food for the OVC.

There were two main strategies employed in order to assist the vulner.able children. The

common strategies were community fundraising and income generating rctivities.

Community fundlaising was usually in the form of donations from within the community.
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Resources and finances collected within the community were used to provide direct

assistance to the vulnerable children and their families.

Income genelating activities (lGAs) included various small business ventures that were

undertaken by the community to raise income for the ovc. Activities ranged from

communal gardens to rear:ing chickens. However, there was very little attempt in the

projects to analyse these ventures for their profitability. As such, there wer.e no lessons to

be drawn for the guidance of those who may wish to r.eplicate them (Mudenda et al,

1999).

Most documents analysed were silent on the extent to which the poorest of the poor were

benefiting from such income generating activities. what came out clearly from the

interviews and literature review was that communities usually lacked skills and

experience to identify viable businesses, ol to manage them effectively. worse still, the

amount of enelgy expended on the IGAs is quite out of pr.oportion to the minimÌlm

financial letums achieved (Mudenda et al, 1999).

One of the things that the programs were tl.ying to do was to link community groups to

institutions that would be able to provide financial resources and skill so that

communities could engage in viable income generating activities.

Meeting OVC Educational Needs

Education was frequently identified as one of the glearest needs of the children. It was

noted that with the change of govemment in Zambia in 1991, subsidies from basic
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primary education were removed. This resulted in education being provided at a cost. On

the other hand, poverty levels in the country were on the increase. As a result, many

parents and guardians were often unable to provide school fees, uniforms and books to

send children to the government schools that require all of these things.

In addressing this problem, OVC proglams took different approaches to the education

program. For example, CINDI Kitwe's activities were concentrated on advocating for

OVC to be allowed into the normal school system by providing subsidies for school fees

and/or getting govemment bursaries. CINDI-Kitwe did this through:

. Lobbying goveÍtment to provide free education for all children.

. Paying school fees and providing school mater.ials to all registered children.

. Ploviding an appropriate database on all registered childr.en attending school.

o Facilitating the registration of community schools in partnership with the

Zambia Capacity Building Program (ZECAB).

. Lobbyingadvocating for mainstreaming education par.ticularly on HIV/AIDS; in

the existing education cuniculum

¡ Scaling-up the gill-child emolment rates in schools for childr.en registered with

CINDI (CINDI Kitwe. 2001).

CINDI-Kitwe's campaign for free education for orphans was quite successful. It was

done through co-operation with local government schools to exempt orphaned children

fi'om paying the full school fees costs. At the secondary level, 50Vo of the actual fees
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were paid while at the primary level, only primary support costs were contributed.

However, for a selected numbel of students under the ZECAB program, their fees were

fully paid for.

on other hand, PCI programs concentrated more effort on promoting community schools.

Free community schools that condensed the seven-year goveÍrment cuniculum into four

years were introduced as part of the community-based initiative. untrained teachers were

often dlawn from members of the community and usually got one week's training on how

to use the cuniculum manual that was specially designed for the community schools

(Mudenda et al., 1999).

In most OVC program community schools, there was no mechanism in place to ensur.e

that children went further in their education. This situation raised a lot of questions in

terms of the effectiveness of the community schools. The fact that the teachers were not

adequately tlained could greatly affect rhe quality of education provided. There wer.e

efforts being made to help the childr.en with skills training but this was not yet

consolidated in many programs.

Children's Participation and Psycho-Social Needs

one of the major findings of this study was that there wâs insufficient participation, in

terms of decision making, by children in almost all OVC programs. This was partly due to

cultural reasons. children tended to be seen as passive recipients, not as a resource for.

plogram development ol important stakeholder.. However, information fi.om key

informants and some documents i¡dicated that programs realised that the aftermath of
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AIDS had created a sense of fear and helplessness among orphans. Many orphans needed

re-assurance and guidance on how to make decisions. I¡ order to address this, programs

designed psychological support services. They were also working on involving children in

decision-making processes,

The psychosocial support aimed at meeting the physical, emotional, social, mental and

spiritual needs of orphans. All these were considered to be essential elements for. a

meaningful and positive human developmenr in a child (CINDI Kitwe,200l). pr.ogr.ams

set up community committees that dealt with the psychosocial suppor.t. These committees

helped the children to deal with issues that affected them, such as dealing with the loss of

a palent or both parents and discrimination. The committee members were tr.ained in

counseling, conflict resolution and communication skills.

Partnerships and Project Governance

The delivery of project services in both GINDI and PCI were achieved through a team of

full time ploject employees. ln the case of PCI, the employees were based at distlict

offices within the distlicts of operation. In each district where there was an ovc program

supported by PCI, project staff worked closely with district welfar.e agents employed by

the Zambian govemment social service department. The staff, along with local NGOs,

cBos and church groups, were the catalysts that mobilised neighbourhood committees.

Involving different stakeholders ensured that projects were complementing one another

rather than duplicating efforts. There was occasional monitoring of all pcl projects done

by the funder. A ploject management team based in the capital city Lusaka backstopped
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all the PCI projects in various districts technically and administratively. This team

received reports from the districts and fumished reports to the funder.

As for CINDI Kitwe, the offices were located in a community developinent building

belonging to the city council. Kitwe City Council gave CINDI office space at one of the

city halls ât no cost. Tó ensure a continuum of care, replesentatives from the council and

Ministries of Health, Education and Social Welfare were involved on the Executive

Committee. Awareness was raised through the media and through talks to service clubs

and churches.

Caring Responsibility and Gender Issues

The findings clearly indicated that most volunteers who took care of the OVC in the

community were women. For example, CINDI Kitwe indicated that about 907o of the

volunteers were women. The reason given for this was that many programs in Zambia

are rooted in the assumption that women are pr-imarily responsible for the care of the

family. As Kelly (2001) notes, caring for children in Zambia is highly gendered and

typically viewed as the responsibility of women.

It was noted that a small percentage of men, roughly l)Vo get involved in OVC programs,

but they were more active when they dealt with income generation or became heads of

committees, rather than getting involved in the actual cating responsibility. This kind of

situation resulted in women being overburdened with the caring responsibility as well as

their day-to-day activities of taking care of their own families. Apart frorn the fact that
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they received training and some material resources, there was no cleal indication what

was being done to help reduce the burden that women were cauying.

Policy Environment/ Government Involvement

A necessary but missing link in the OVC programming in Zambia was the development

and enforcement of appropriate policies. Literature and key informant interviews

revealed that the Zambian govemment had been slow to come to grips with the AIDS

situation. According to the key informants who were intelviewed, relevant ministries had

developed policies legarding children, but there was inadequate implementation and

enforcement. All the key informants, and most documents, indicated that some of the

policies needed revision but there had been no effor.t, on the part of the government, to do

so. Literature also indicated that most NGOs wer.e not awal.e of the cument policy

environment, indicating the need to create ways of disseminating information from within

govelïment to the general public, particular.ly those who were working with childr.en.

Guest (2001) quotes Peter McDermott, folmer country representative for the United

Nations Children's Fund, saying that the govemment infrastructure was weak. According

to Peter McDermott, UNICEF had been woiking hard to provide leadership to the

Zambian government and NGOs, to mobilize commitment and action to ensure that

childlen got due recognition and resources. As a result, positive efforts were made to

create a task force on orphans. The task force comprised of the Permanent Secretary of

Community Development and Social Services, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Health

and Ministry of Legal Affairs, There was also a technical committee that comprised
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various professionals from each of these ministries. However., these bodies could only

function with more effort from donors than from the govemment ministries.

In the absence of a national strategy, donors generally came up with slightly different

ideas on where they thought funding needed to go. Some said, "We have got the money.

We will do our own thing and bring expatliate consultants to do it" (Mc Dermott, in

Guest,2001). Guest reveals that some donols do not genuinely involve the community

and are not bothered whether they are working within a government coordinated

fi'amewolk or not. They just want to spend the money and show results. After their

designated peliod in the country they leave and it is hard to know what they have left

behind. The risk that such funders pose is that too much money badly placed, could

undermine communities' efforts and create dependency on donols.

The other type of extemal change agents saw their. role as strengthening local

communities to take charge of their own responsibilities towards OVC and ultimately

coping without extemal funding. The approach fot such agencies tended to be slower and

sometimes there was tension between the need to have an úrgent response of huge

proportions because of the scale of the problem and having things done the right way.

Program Monitoring and Evaluation

In the projects reviewed and from the documents analysed, indicators and plans for

monitoring and evaluation were not adequately spelled out. The reason for this could be

due to the fact that developing countries seldom have norms and standards of cate already

established by the national govemments (Mcleod & Tovo, 2001). As a result programs
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addressing OVC needs develop their own indicators. This resulted in programs facing

gleat challenges. One challenge was linked to the community appr.oach and the other. to

the nature of the output sought.

In telms of outputs, projects were genelally measured by their outputs (e.g. how many

community schools have been established) rather than by their.impact (e.g. increased

number of children reaching a certain level of education). With such a situation projects

risked losing the actual outcome. The difficulties were compounded by the fact that the

output of social services tend to be more difficult to measure than in the traditional

investment projects because they consisted of "soft ware" such as tlaining or counselling.

Benefits were also difficult to value (Mcleod & Tovo, 2001).

Implications

The main objective of this study was to identify practices that lead to sustained

community capacity to provide for the well being of olphans and vulnerable children. In

order to meet this objective, the study first examined the char.acteristics of successful .

cornmunity based cale programs. Flom this examination, the study identified practices

that should be considered in implementing community-based programs that would build

community capacity to care fot the OVC in an effective and sustainable manner.

The implications given in this section locus on how the elements discussed in the

previous section relate to the critical subject of community capacity building and

empowerment in thè Zambian context. The subheadings given in this section correspond

to the ones used in the previous section.
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Community Mobilization and Ielentificcttiott of Needs

A close examination of CINDI Kitwe and PCI OVC programs has shown that

community-based projects have an advantage in that they can mobilize in-kind

community resources and volunteerism thus allowing for altemative creative solutions to

problems.

They have also demonstrated that the engagement of community members in any

intervention ptocess to assist its members begins with an increasing awareness of the

problem within the community. This can be done through community mobilization. Both

the document analysis and the interviews indicate that community mobilization

facilitates:

. Recognition on the part of community members that they ar.e already dealing

with the impacts of HIV/AIDS and rhat they can be mor.e effective if they work

togethel.

A sense of responsibility and ownership that comes with this understanding is the

starting point for identifying what responses are possible.

Identification of internal community resources and knowledge, individual skills

and talents. The community member.s begin to r.ealize who is doing what, what

resoutces they have and what else they can do.

Identification of priority needs.

Community members planning and managing activities using their internal

resourcesi and
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Increasing capacities of community members to continue canying out their

chosen activities, to access extemal resources once intemal l.esoutces are

exhausted, and to sustain their efforts over long term.

Howevel, the findings also indicate that cornmunity mobilization through needs

assessment should not center on community deficiencies only. As argued by Kretzmann

and McKdght (1993), when program plannels only focus on communiiy deficiencies

they can end up developing programs that ale not sustainable. This is because local

people end up viewing theil communities as a place full of needs that can only be dealt

with through extenal support. When such a situation is cleated it can have a very

disernpowering effect on the communities. CINDI Kitwe and PCI programs are yet to be

tested in terms of their sustainability. It is not easy to tell, at this stage, because there is

still financial support fiom extemal agencies.

Community mobilization should always be a process that sets pace for community

capàcity building. It should, thelefore, be built on solid gr.ound were communities see

themselves as people capable of effecting change in rheir communities. As defined by

Abrams (1996), capacity building is a process whereby a communiry, with some

assistance, equips itself to undertake the necessaly functions of govemance and service

delivery in a sustainable manner. That is why it is important that community mobilization

is not built on problem-oriented approaches but on plocesses that build on community

existing strengths and local skills.
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Community engagement also helps in building strong comrnunity cohesion, participation

ownership and management of all activities. It is an important aspect of best practices for

community-based programs for orphans and vulnerable children. When people

collaborate to solve community problems, they can achieve greater self-determination,

which helps them to perform well within their. own context (Rich et al, 1995). A

community group, no matter how dedicated or energetic, needs the participation of the

wider community. They will not be able to create a truly resilient safety net alone.

Successful community resource mobilization cannot occur in communities where

ownership and participation does not exist (Chr.istenson and Robinson, 1989).

The study findings indicatd that catalyzing community ownership is not enough. Once

the community is mobilized, the foundation ol- an effective community based cate model

is to stlengthen the capacities of communities. It has been demonstr.ated that it is

impoÌ'tant that proglam planners aim to:

increase the capacity of the community to care for and suppor.t the vulnerable

children; and

to cleate and build an enabling environment for community capacity building.

As Alaerts (1996) notes that stlengthening community capacity should be a process

through which individuals and relevant institutions are ptovided with capacities that

allow them to perform in such a way that they can perform optimally in the present and

the futule. No other way can better help to achieve this than to cl.eate an enabling

environment for building community capacity to pr.ovide adequate care for the OVC.
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In dealing with impoverished communities, it is important to answer the question,

"capacity building for what?" This question brings in a number of issues that relate to

communities. Capacity building cânllot be isolated from the tangible benefits people need

such as health, educated children and an economic environment that allows poverty

alleviation.

Community capacity building is supposed to be seen as a cl.oss-cutting approach thr.ough

which aid agencies should seek to ensul'e that OVC program benefits ar.e gener.ated by

local people and can be sustained by them. People are lnotivated to strengthen their

capacities when this leads to tangible impl.ovements in their. lives (Gubbels & Koss,

2000). They also need the ability to respond to new challenges and a changing context. In

this regald, capacity building is seen as a means, for those pr.oviding assistance, to

stlengthen cornmunity's ability to cally out specific activities that help to promote the

well-being of not only the children but also membets of the community.

What was less clear in the way projects wotk, was whether solving the problems that the

OVC are facing was more important than empowering communities. It was not vely clear

whethel the community capacity building was the goal or whether it was a means to help

the OVC. The balance between means and ends affects how program planners interpr.et

what their programs are doing (World Bank, 2002). Dealing with this question is not

easy. If community capacity building becomes the most critical issue, communities can

easily become too busy trying to raise funds and pleasing financial supporters. tn the end

the real ploblems affecting the OVC will not be tackled adequately. To this end, capacity
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building becomes the end or the goal; the real goal of improving the well being of the

OVC suflers.

Rubin and Rubin (2001) suggest thar the job of program planner is to first build

community solidarity to create a base from which to take action. However, they caution

that building community solidarity can too easily become an end in itself, a goal to be

worked for rather than a means to solve a problem.

Gubbels and Koss (2000) plopose that there are three ways in which capacity building

can be viewed. First, capacity building can be viewed as a. meatß to strengthen an

olganization's ability to cany out specific activities. Second it can be viewed as a process

to enable the olganization to continually reflect and adapt its purpose in l.esponse to

change and learning. ln other words, to connect its evolving purpose and vision on the

one hand and its structute and development on the other. Thir.d, capacity building can be

seen as an erid to strengthen an organization's ability to survive, become self-sustaining

and fulfill its purposes.

Applying the view ploposed by Gubbels and Koss to OVC community based progtams,

capacity building can be seen as a means for a community to calry out activities that can

help the OVC. It should also be seen as a process to continually reflect and leam from

what they are doing and consequently, improve upon rheir approaches (Irish Aid, 1998).

Fulthermore, as project staff or extemal agents work with community members in

developing strategies for assisting OVC, other more intangible accomplishments should

also take place. For example, as communities pull resources together, discuss problems

and find ways to solve them, they should not only be finding solutions but also
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strengthening the ability of local leade¡s to mobilize the community to undertake

development plojects.

Ecottotnic Resources / Poverty Alleviatiott .

As an end, community capacity building needs to be seen as a process to strengthen a

community oVC progfam's ability to survive, become self-sustaining and fulfill its

purposes of improving the well-being of the OVC. This is why it is suggested that rhat

programs identify institutions and mechanisms that can enhance community economic

development at both household and community level.

The economic development apploach that has been taken by the projects reviewed does

not seem to wolk vely well. Most external agents assisting communities try to encourage

income-genelating activities (IGAs) when they do not have the expertise to help

communities in this area (Mudenda et al. 1999). For example, the programs that were

examined have no expelts in income generating activities yet they try to help

communities to engage in IGAs. As a result tlemendous efforts are expended on the IGAs

with very minimal retums. Considering the general social, political and economic

situation in which agencies are operating (as discussed in chapter 2). it is acknowledged

that aid agencies are helping communities in an environment that can overwhelm them.

However, building progressive community and social change requires dedication and

energy as well as knowledge and experience (Rubin & Rubin,2001).
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As proposed by Donahue (1998), one way that the agencies could deal with the

overwhelming situation is to link households and communities to micro-financing

resources. Since most communities lack financial resources and business skills, micro

finance services can enable communities to have access to credit. Micro financing, which

is also generally known as poverty lending, may not generally produce major economic

gains but, in relative teÍns, the modest gains can make very important contributions to

household survival, such as income smoothing and insurance against emergencies. These

are precisely the types of livelihood strategies that, if str.engthened, ale most closely

associated with increased household food security and nutritional status. (Freedom fi.om

hunger report, Cited in Donahue, 1999).

Households and communities taking care of OVC are more likely to benefit from small

amounts of working capital afforded them ttu'ough micro finance services. Once

individuals in the community have access to cr.edit, it can enable their. businesses to

survive crises (Wright et al, 2000). According to Williamson and Donahue (I999), micro

finance services can help in mitigating the economic impact of HIV/AIDS by:

Helping clients to maintain or increase income.

Pr-oviding clients with an opportunity to build savings that are secute, easy to

liquidate quickly and retain value.

Reducing clients' vulnerability to loss.

Enabling clients to avoid ineversible coping strategies that destroy future income

eaming and productive capacity.
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Providing an important sour.ce of lump sums of cash, which helps clients avoid

eating into their business capital.

Enabling the restoration of business activities, thus contr.ibuting to ..bouncing

back" once ctisis is over.

Donahue, however, cautions that micro finance is not a panacea for mitigating the

economic impact of AIDS, or to alleviating poverty. The financial service does not create

the economic opportunity. The client creates it. Similarly, the sulvival of any micro

finance initiative depends on clients paying back loans in full and on time. Donahue

further mentions that micro finance does work in communities seriously affected by

AIDS, but it does not work when an organization tries to target loans to groups that it

selects based on whether membels are infected or.affected by HIV/AIDS.

Another financial aspect that could assist comrnunities is the development of savings

schernes. saving schemes can help households fol which credit is inappropriate. Such

schemes could target households that do not want or ale not able to repay debt. Building

savings reduces economic risk and enhances ability to cope with loss because households

are able to liquidate these reserves in a crisis, rathel than productive assets on which their

future income-earning ability may rely (Donahue, 1998).

As proposed in the literatule reviewed, an altemative to folmal savings schemes or

savings-led credit initiatives is to plomote informal Rotating savings and credit

Associations (RoSCAs), perhaps within the context of coûmunity groups for.med to

mitigate HIV/AIDS impact. RoSCAs are a tradirional means by which a group o[



ordinary people (rich or poor) can mobilize and pool savings. These traditional savings

mechanisms exist in one form or another all over the world. ln Africa, there are îotxtitles

in Francophone countries, s¿¿s¡¿s in Ghana, nterry-go-rounds in Kenya, chilimbas in

Zambia, and, stockyeldt in South Africa (Rutherford, 2000). ln some cases, these infor.mal

groups lend their accumulated savings to each other and charge interest. These groups are

¡efened to as Accumulating Savings and Cledit Associations (ASCAs). The interest

eamed on loans is shared among the group in the form of a dividend. tn either case, the

group must simply aglee on and abide by the following:

the amount of money each member will save

the regularity with which the money will be saved

the schedule for lotating the cumulative savings to each member of the group; or.

the rules for taking a loan from the savings of the members.

Nevertheless, while savings mobilization programs may be more appropriate than

offering credit, managing such plograms can be more complicated (Williamson &

Donahue, 1999). According to Williamson and Donahue, there is need for management

training for such a scheme to be successful.

Donahue (1998) further notes that community ownership of IGAs is not entirely linked to

sustainability. Sustainability depends largely on economic feasibility. Many income-

generating activities (IGAs) are funded by small grants from donors. Worse still when

grants are given, communities engage in IGAs without guidance. Research shows that

schemes which are effective in reducing povelty appear to be those which manage to
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promote viable labor intensive trades while also acting as advocates, intermediaries and

negotiators with the govemment and local elite (Wuys, Mackintosh & Hewitt, 1992).

Subbarao, Mattimore and Plangemann (2001) also note that, unless supported by training

and marketing backed by charismatic leadership, income generation schemes are unlikely

to succeed.

Facilitating bettel linkages to markets that are growing, or to sources of raw materials that

are more economical, is another way of increasing the capacity of the households and

communities to generate income. It is the author's view that communities can know what

to ploduce but they need to know what can sell on the mar.ket if they ate to generate

significant. incomes that will help the OVC.

s/hen comrnunities are linked to viable economic activities, their capacity to take care of

the OVC will be increased. Only then can we be talking of community capacity building.

McNelly and Dunford (1996) mention that the purpose of capacity building is ro foster

conditions that strengthen the characteristics of communities that enable them to plan,

develop, implement and maintain effective community care for the OVC. Interventions

by project designers, policy makels and others have significant, sustainable impacts on

children's vulnerability and well being, largely to the extent that they sustain ongoing

capacities of affected families and communities to protect and care for the vulner.able

children (UNAIDS & UNICEF, 2002).
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Skills Developntent and Access to Information

community initiatives have the potential to facilitate community-building processes.

Generally, there has been a development of community consciousness that has

encouraged community participation in trying to help the children. Community members

involved in the development of community-based care programs have realized that

welfare of the children relates directly to welfare of the community and vice versa (G.

Mambwe, personal communication, July 30, 2002). However, the environment in which

most of the communities opelate seems to be placing blockages to the success of the

progl'ams.

one way to remove the blockages is to enable communities to have access to information

and skills necessary for them to plan, develop and implement viable pr.ogr.ams aimed at

assisting the oVC. Lack of information, particularly infolmation related to building

community capacity greatly affects the development of community-based lesponses

(Irish Aid, 1998). Communities need to know where they can go for financial support and

who can offer them business development skills. As discussed in the previous section,

business development skills and access to finances will help communities to engage in

viable income generating activities.

Only when communities have infolmation and skills can they be empowered. Rappaport

(1987) Lefers to empowerment as a process by which individuals, groups, communities

and organizations gain mastery over issues of concern to them. If information is power

then communities need to have access to information.
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communities can achieve their goals only if their members have the knowledge and skill

to negotiate effectively with those who conÍol resources and services. where the core

skills are not available by virtue of social class, education, or expelience, they must be

developed. Not only do community members need knowledge and skill, they need

assistance to identify and strengthen existing skills and resources (Morgan, 1996). From

the author's perspective, extemal agents would be making a very impoltant contribution

by assisting communities in acquiring the information and skills that communities need.

According to Mcleod & Tovo (2001), most investment projects and institutional r.eform

projects, whether at the community level or at the national or global level, underestimate

the need fot informatiort and under invest in information disclosure and dissemination.

Yet, information is one of the main ingledients in the empower.ment process. lnformed

community members can be better equipped to take advantage of opportunities. access

services, exercise their rights, and negotiate effectively (L.ish Aid, 1998). According to

the World Bank (2002), without information that is relevant, timely, and pr.esented in

forms that can be understood, it is impossible for poor people to take effective action.

Information dissemination at the community level must include group discussions,

storytelling, debates, and street theatre.

Timely access to information is particularly impoltant, as more and mo¡e communities

begin to solve their own problems in their own way. As indicated in the report from the

East & Southem Afi'ica Workshop on OVC (Nov 2000), "a rool kit of services needs to

be readily and freely available to all communities to enable them to take control of their.
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own OVC responses. This needs to be accompanied by extensive publicity, so they are

aware of both the challenges and opportunities facing them" (p.5)

It must be realized that communities can be empowered only if they have the knowledge

and skills to negotiate effectively fo¡ the needed resources and skills (Alaerts, 1996).

critical aleas include information about rules and rights to basic government services,

about financial services, mar*ets, and prices. Subbar.ao, Mattimore, & plangemann

(2001) stlesses that inlormation and communications technologies can play important

roles in connecting poor people to each other and to the larger society. When

communities get the right infolmation, they will also be able to get the r.ight r.esources.

They can, in tum, provide adequate and effective services.

one of the critical needs in communities is leadelship skills development. supporting the

development of informed and effective indigenous leadelship, particularly through

participation in decision-making, is thus an important aspect of community capacity

building.

Meeting OVC Educational Support

Article 28 of the Intemational convention on the Rights of children stipulates that every

child has a right to education. Appropriate education for a nation's child is central to

ensuring a nation's future prosperity and stability. Appropriate education is also the best

defense against abuse, neglect and impoverishment (Cook, l9g8).
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Thp basic education being offered through the Community Schools seems to be

addressing only the cost problem and not the quality of education that the children

Ieceive. Most teachers for these schools have no formal training. They only receive a

one-week in -selvice training. They teach from very rudimentary ..teachers guides". The

situation analysis report notes that the teachers are volunteers and this means that their

attendance can be enatic, either due to flagging motivation or because they need to do

casual work elsewhere to survive (Mudenda et al. 1999).

one key issue needs to be considered when dealing with education for oVC. Learning

should be real and relevant to the child's experience, needs and aspirations. It is notjust a

matter of attending school. It seems that most community schools are simply ensuring

that children go to school, There has been no assessment as to whethel these schools are

actually meeting the need of ovc. It is the author's belief that if providing education to

OVC is going to meet the developmental needs of the childr.en they need to be planned

calefully. Children have the r.ight to development. Development according to the CRC

implies the child's normal physical, emotional, health and psychological development

through the provision of formal education, health care and a caring and nurturing

environment (Goulet, 200 l.¡.

Subsidizing education fees for OVC so that they can attend regular schools, as CINDI

Kitwe was doing, could become the best means of supporting OVC to have a good

education. Education subsidies would give ovc an opportunity to attend school when

school fees ale prohibitive. In the short term, they would be better integrated socially in

community life and in the future, and in the long term they would have marketable skills,
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which can enable them to be mole productive members of society (subbarao, Mattimore

& Plangemann, 2001).

According to Subbarao, Mattimore & Plangemann (2001) school subsidies are easy to

monitor and less prone to abuse or fraud than direct subsidies. They observe that many

bountries have successfully used school subsidies to meet other goals such as increasing

access to education for girls.

Child ren's P a rt icipati on.

The inclusion of children in priority setting and decision-making is critical to ensure that

the limited resources build on local knowledge and priorities, and to build commitment to

change in the way communities plovide car.e for.the OVC. However, an effort to sustain

such inclusion and informed patticipation usually requir.es changing the rules, so as to

create space for people to debate issues and participate directly or indirectly in progr-am

priority setting and delivery of basic services. ln this case, where the exclusion of

children is more of a cultulal issue, promoting pal.ticipatoty decision-making may not

always be harmonious, and priorities may be contested. consequently, conflict resolution

mechanisms need to be in place to manage disagr.eements. One way of developing such a

mechanism is to link communities to conflict resolution/legal services that are already in

place for disadvantaged people in the society. A good example of such services in

zambia arcthe selvices that are provided by the Young women's christian Association

(YwcA).

An empowering apploach to participation in OVC programs needs to treat poor children

as co-producels with authority and control over decisions and resources devolved to the
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level of children. If children are to grow and contribute positively to their communities in

the future, they deserve to have their rights treated with respect and dignity. Children can

only contribute when they are involved in the decision-making process.

The rights of the child listed in article 54 of the united Nations convention on the Rights

of the child (CRC) includes parricipation as one of the main issues. According to rhe

CRC, participation implies supporring meaningful involvement of the child in all of

decision-making, and having input and access to infolmation in different aspects of their

lives. Programs need to realize that participation is a right fol childlen and not a choice.

As indicated in the literztule review, articles 12 -17 recognizethat children have the right

to privacy, to be heald in decisions that. affect them, to express their opinion and to

exercise freedom of thought, and have access to infolmation (Goulet, 2001).

Consicleration of Gender Issues

The community-based care programs focus on car.ing for the OVC. In the Zambian

society, women do much of this work. It should not be assumed that women are doing

this without stluggle. Since caring labor is highly gendered and typically viewed as the

responsibility of women, the programs definitely impact on women in various ways. The

impact of community-based care programs on women must be analyzed.

A feminist approach to caring seeks to provide an analysis of the ideological context that

shapes the relationship between those being cared for and those pr.oviding the informal

care. It also identifies the strategies that will expand women's choices and control over

their lives (Baines, Evans & Neysmith, 1998).
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For most women in the country, life is di¡ected towards survival strategies for themselves

and their dependants. They are trying to overcome economic constraints while at the

same time trying to maintain their families and pr.ovide the care that the OVC need

(Kelly, 2001). r'Survival strategies are partly based on individual actions and behavior but

they also depend on networks between individuals and households and on forms of group

solidarity". (Hazel Johnson, in Wuyts. Mackintosh & Hewitt, l99Z p.I47).

It is recognized that there are various factors that influence the caling responsibilities but

these should not get in the way of ensuring rhat women's needs are addressed. There is

need to ensure that the time required for basic tasks canied out by women is reduced so

that they can have more time for income generating activities, to care for the orphans and

the sick, or just to make daily lif" -o." manageable. Wor.ld Vision experience in Uganda

plovides a very good example of how this can be done. The success of the infor.mal

fosteling has been attlibuted to the fact that the program tries to make life for those taking

care of the OVC more manageable, through provision of piped water, construction of

schools and, in some cases, houses (Muwonge, 2001).

Identifying strategies that will expand women's choices and control over theil lives is an

essential element for the success of the community-based programs. Apart from issues

such as providing housing and âccess to clean water, focus should also be directed to

issues that dilectly concem the practical and strategic gender needs and interests of

women such as improvements in matemity care. The assumption is that once women are

empowered through meeting the gender-related needs of their families, they will become

moLe aware of theil own capacities to organize, generate income, and find new survival
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strategies. Consequently, sustainability of initiatives for caring for OVC will be

effectively sustained.

Involvement of. Governrnent regardless offinancing role

It is commendable that efforts have been made to involve the govemment in some OVC

programs. It is vital that community based programs fit within the overall govemment

policy framework. Even if the government can¡ot provide financial resour.ces, it is

important for projects to secure "buy in" from government (Wor.ld Bank,2002). This is

the only way to ensure quality and sustainability of progr.ams. The national govemment

can provide leadership and develop national strategies that target resoul.ces to the most

needy, integrate interventions with existing services, facilitate information gathering and

sharing and generally improve the welfare of children and families.

Government is an impottant stakeholdel and should be seen to play a coor.dination and

networking role. Lack of govemment involvement can easily create a void that will result

in donor dependency. The author believes that if govemment provided the human and

technical Lesources paid fot by the taxpayers, communities would develop confidence in

both themselves and the government. When govemment departments are involved, it

would add value to the collaborative and empowering relationships with communities.

This is the best way to achieve an effective community led initiative that is sustainable

because the govemment departments will always be thele for the communities.

Small community initiatives can do so little to solve the problem of poverty, which is the

majol problem that communities ale faced with in the care of OVC. Communities ate
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part of the larger system within the countly and the world. Hence actions that occur

outside the community affect the community.

A community based approach explicitly and implicitly operates in the context, which

demands substantial change if it is to succeed (Kemp in Mattaini, Lower.y & Meyer,

1988). Due to this fact, the success of the community based programs needs to be

concemed with wide ranging changes in relationships in the whole social and economic

fabric of society, and within the framework of active external factors in the world

political economy.

The OVC problem essentially necessitates the development of a political machinery and

mass mobilization (Lepani, 1976, p.l7). Experience in Zambia has shown that within the

community-based initiative, ther.e is a clear r.ecognition that the problem of OVC cannot

be dealt with meaningfully in isolation from the political economy of the country.

Apart from govemment involvement, there is a need to form strategic alliances and

paltnerships so that collective interventions can be more effective, sustainable and also

reach larger numbers of beneficiaries. Partnerships can provide community initiatives

with access tò resources such as skills and money, A 2001 report on the Eastern and

Southern Af ica region wolkshop identifies that most organizational role player.s

(govemment departments, NGOs, donor agencies) in the HIV/AIDS field provide a

limited range of serviies within specific secto¡s. Therefore, many have found that the

services ale ineffective on their own, collaboration among different organizations and

disciplines is essential if resources are to be used efficiently to meet client needs

effectively (Tembo et al.l999).
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Collaboration involves more than just coordination of services (Irish Aid, 1999). It must

be facilitated through clarification of roles. The¡e is need to be careful when dealing with

partnerships, as there can be a whole range of othel dynamics that can come in. Some ol

the challenges include:

Issues of equality and independence: ln order to avoid issues of dominance and

resistance to giving up control and autonomy on the part of the partners, it is

impotant to come up with clear terms .of reference at the onset of the pa$nership.

This can help in building trust and shaled commitment to childl'en in need.

Communication and co-ordination: Ploper planning and mechanisms fol r.egulat

communication need to be in place to minimize the risk of not adhering to rules

and legulations set in the partnership. Sharing strategic information and making

collective decisions needs to become a part of the paltnership.

Right matching of partnerships: Finding the light partners is essential particularly

since programs deal with communities. There is a need to ensure that paltner.ships

do not undelmine what communities are doing.

Flexibility: Partners need to guard against rigidity when dealing with

communities. Role players have a moral obligation to their partnets and

beneficiaries, which should extend beyond organizational goals. Circumstances

can easily change when working with communities and withdrawal of partners

can threaten the proglam.
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Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation

Monitoring and evaluation are the processes used by organizations ol.programs to collect

data and use it for feedback. Theoretically, monitoring and evaluation are linked to

planning and decision-making as they complement each other in several ways. Whereas

monitoring can help clalify program objectives, link activities and inputs to those

activities, evaluation looks at why and how results were or were not achieved (Rossi.

Freeman & Lipsey, 1999)).

According to Estfella & Gaventa (2001), participatory monitoring and evaluation

(PM&E) is part of a wider historical process which has emerged ovet the last 20 year.s of

using participatoly lesearch in development. PM&E draws from various participatory

research traditions such as Palticipatory Rural Applaisal drawing on the work of Robert

Chambers (1997) and falming research systems research (FSR) or farming participatory

research (FPR) developed by Amanor (1990), Fanington and Martin 11998) and orher-s.

Effective community programs stress the need for par.ticipatory monitoring and

evaluation. Communities need to be involved in developing a system of tr.acking

progress. If monitoring is done as a collabor.ative and ongoing process that provides

feedback to both program planner.s and the community, it enhances community

empowerment (Irish Aid, 1998).

Therefore, in empowering communities, agencies working with communities need to

determine progress together with the community members. They should togetheÌ

determine how progress and outcomes will be assessed and by what means data will be
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used as a base for reflection and further action (Kemp, 1998). It is this process of

generating knowledge that helps community members to become the owners as well as

providers of information on what is going on in their community. participatory

monitoring and evaluation can help resident to become people capable of shaping their

own destiny in development,

Participatory monitoring and evaluation processes are both skill building and

empoweling, values that are inherent in the capacity building approach. One of the main

objectives of evaluation is to enhance the sustainability, replicability, and effectiveness of

development efforts through the strengthening of people's organizational capacities.

PM&E aims to enable people to keep track of their pr.ogress, by identifying and solving

problems themselves and by building on and expanding areas of activity where success is

lecognized (CONCERN, 1996, cited in Estrella & Gaventa, 2001).

Another majol function of PM&E is to create a leaming process to strengthen

olganizational and institutional leaming. In this context, evaluation as one approach to

PM&E is undertaken for people to evaluate the very objectives of the project themselves

and to assess their own organizational capacities. They can deal with questions such as,

were objectives too limited (or overly ambitiousx Did they leflect the felt needs (or real

needs) of members of the community? (Rugh, 1992, p. 9). When community members

participate in evaluation, they begin to understand the importance of measuring outcomes

and processes. They also begin to leam whether and how desired outcome have occuned;

to be able to make infolmed decisions in changes to processes, activities and programs;

and to share evidence of what works well with others (Heinonen & Nguyen, 2000).
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I¡ the case of OVC programs, data collected both qualitative and quantitative need to

encompass the issues related to the process of community change and how it relates to

the OVC. It should also indicate progress on desired outcomes at the per.sonal level,

intelpersonal level and community levels. Continuous monitoring of this kind can be a

useful tool for effective management of OVC programs by ptoviding feedback about how

well the proglam is performing (Williamson, 1999). Because feedback is very important,

it is necessary that programs incorporate a form of process assessment into the routine

information system of the program.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Recommendations

This chapter provides the conclusions based on the analysis of the findings and the

consequent discussion on the implications. The r.ecommendations that are provided form

the good practices that can be useful in implementation of community-based programs

for the care of OVC in Zambia.

Conclusion

This study has revealed that building community capacity in the Zambian context is quite a

challenging process. With the increasing numbel of orphans, program planner.s need to

consolidate their work with the communities by providing technical assistance to encourage

community organization and continued innovation to pave the way for the sustainability of OVC

programs.

Since the cate of otphans and vulnerable children has been one ploblem that the community has

lesponded to very favourably, there is a need to pay attention to elements that can build

community capacity to care for the OVC.

One clitical element that has been demonstrated in this study is that, the process of building

cornmunity capacity should not only emphasize on what needs to be achieved but also on how it

is achieved. The balance between the process and outcome is vely critical for the sustainability

of community-based OVC programs. This is because sustainability includes community ability

to secure extemal and internal inputs and support. If community-based programs only find

strength in external suppot't, we can be sure that once extelnal suppott is withdrawn,

communities will have nowhere else to turn to. It is, therefore, important that extemally funded
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programs are carefully planned and implemented so that they can strengthen existing community

capacity.

The study has also shown that community capacity building is a process that provides

communities with skills and procedures that help them to meet their objectives of meeting OVC

needs. In ordei to provide these skilts and procedures affectively, there is need to pay attention to

contextual factors such as the economic, social and political. Paying attention to contextual

factots is an integral part in the plocess of community capacity building because context gr.eatly

affects the community's ability to function effectively. Giving an example of the development of

income generation activities, program planners can deal with questions such as, how can a

community in an impoverished society develop viable income generating activities, and what

kind of support systems need to be in place to help communities that are engaging in income

generating activities? Answers to such questions are not easy to find but they need to be explored

if external agents are going to assist communities in a meaningful way.

It has also been shown that community capacity building does not need to be exclusively built on

needs assessment. successful design of community-based prograrns requiles tapping into local

resoulces, understanding and building on strengths of existing community structures (L.ish Aid,

1998; Kretzmann & McKnight, 1993). Ir also requires defining the changes needed in

intermediary implementing agencies to suppoft community action. The argument is that, to be

effective, a community must own and enforce its own rules defining the allocation of

responsibilities, contributions, and benefits, as well as, the mechanisms for ensuring

accountability and resolving conflicts, If these rules are dictated from outside, people do not feel

obliged to follow them, free riding becomes common, conflicts escalate, and the community

action becomes ineffective.
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While capacity building and change can be extemally stimulated, the driving force must come

from the community (Irish Aid, 1998). V/ith the constantly changing needs of people involved in

the community, there is need to provide continuing super.vision and support of all the key

players. This support must be in form of training for all involved in order to maintain their

enthusiasm and pârticipation and to enhance their efficacy, and thus the quality of the service

being plovided. This should form part of an ongoing process of capaciry building.

In supporting communities. external agencies should not expect too much too soon.

Depending on the existing comrnunity capacity, investment is needed over a period of

several yeals to build the management and technìcal skills of those in community

leadership. Experience from many programs in Zambia, has shown that communities fail

because too much is expected fi'om them too soon without supportive training (hish Aid,

1998; Guest 2001). Time needs to ìre taken to build community capacity, as this is the

only link to the notion of sustainability.

Finally, if a community group is to function successfully, several cr.iteria must be met.

Whether strengthening or modifying existing organizations or establishing new ones,

steps need to be taken to ensure that these conditions are in place.

These cliteria are:

o The group must address a felt need and a common interest.

. The community must have the capacity, leadership, knowledge and skills

manage the task.
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. Community members must own and enfol.ce their own rules and regulations

including those related to ensuring that the children, whom the pÌograms re trying

to help also participate in the programs. .

There is a need to constantly build and rebuild relationships between and among local

residents, local associations and local institutions. Such alliances enable communities to

achieve greater self-determination within constraints imposed by the larger. political

economy in which they are embedded (Littrel and Hobbs, 1971 in Christenson and

Robinson, 1989). This kind of approach offer.s the most promising route toward

successful community-based initiatives.

Recomnrcndations

The findings and the subsequent discussion on the implications have highlighted a

numbel of critical issues that led to the lecommendations that are given in this section.

The recommendations that ale proposed are aimed at highlighting factor.s that help to

implement more effective, viabte and sustainable community OVC programs. From the

beginning of the plogram implementation, there needs to be a capacity building

component with efforts to strengthen community members' ability to organize, access

needed resoulces and eventually take over full responsibility for their OVC program,

The following practices can help in building community capacity to take care of the

OVC:
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Build on Conntunity Assef s

Extemal agencies should focus on helping communities to understand the needs and

assets of their respective communities and formulate programs and supporting structures

to meet thefu self determined objectives.

The use of participatory techniques to determine local problems, resources constraints

and unmet basic needs are essenrial to plan¡ing and implementing effective community-

based OVC programs. However, these techniques should also be used to help

communities to focus on their achievements, existing skills and their. achievements so

that they can then plan to build on them. There is a need to shift from problem-oriented

approaches to plocesses that build on community existing strengths and local skills.

Increase Skills of Community Members

Plogram planners need to purposefully impar.t relevant skills to community member.s. A

host of skills are needed to help community membels increase the confidence of

community in addlessing community problems with competence. The skills needed

include leadelship, counselling, and business. Once community members have been

trained, it is important to help them impart those skills to other community meml¡ers.
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Connect communities to existing resources and create/increase comtnunity resources.

Communities provide the best environment for bringing up children and if adequately

supported they will best be able to provide the care that OVC require. A number of

altematives for connecting communities to resources can be encouraged. Connecting

communities to resoutces extends community ownership and participation in the

program,

Micro financing entails support for income generating activities or small business

cooperatives through micro credit schemes. Seeing that the welfare of children depends a

great deal on how well the l-arnily is able to cope economically, micro finance can

increase coping mechanisms by reducing vulnerability to loss and deepening poverty. It

can help in maintaining ol increasing small but steady income flows to poor households.

The best approach would be for organizations that are funding OVC care initiatives to

develop partnerships with established zambtan based micro finance institutions, willing

and able to develop innovative financial products. Such organizations should be the ones

to provide business suppolt selvices to targeted communities and,/or households

supporting OVC.

Credit schemes such as the indigenous system though which people join hands to save

money and help each other to meet credit needs could be considered. In the indigenous

'chilimba' savings system, a group of people come together and save a mutually agreed

upon amount of money on a predetermined day at regular intervals. The money realized
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aftel collection is given on a rotating basis to a member of the group and the process is

repeated until every one in the group has had a tum.

Encourage Collaboration and Partnerships

once communities have made the commitment to help ovc and have begun the process

of building their skills and capacity, the next imporrant step is to link up with other.

organizations or communities to leam from each other's experiences, share resources,

take advantage of each other's unique strengths and provide a united front when

advocating for improved policies and proglams. collaboration may occur. across

communities or may involve building partnerships with other types of groups such as

business houses and government agencies. communities need assistance in identifying

partnership opportunities and guidance on how to foster networ.ks.

Provirle Access to lu[ornrutiort anrt skílts

communities need to have access to information and skills necessary for them to plan,

develop and implement viable progr.ams aimed at assisting the OVC. Lack of

information, pal'ticularly information related to community development greatly affects

the development of community-based responses. communities need to know where they

can go for financial support and who can offel them business development skills.

Programs should invest in information disclosure ancl dissemination. Critical areas should

include rules and lights about government and non-government services and resources

that can be accessed by communities, '
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Encourage Children's Participation.

Children should be seen as active participants of the programs. They need to be a

resource for program development, Empowerment and greater involvement of children

should be taken seriously.

Consider gender-related and gender specifíc issues

since women are taking up the heavier burden, a focus on issues that affect plactical and

strategic gender needs and interests could add value to the strategy. One example of such

a need is the provision of piped water so that women do not have to tlavel long distances

to go and look for water. Focus could also be directed to othel gender-related needs such

as improvements in maternity care.

Build a self sustaining program

External support should seek to build the capacity of communities rather than deliver.ing

services themselves. This author is of the view that a catalyst role is to sensitize, mobilize

and build capacity. Outside suppolters can play the catalyst role in a somewhat

systematic manner, but they should not dictate what specific actions a community

eventually decides to undertake.

Enhance rhe quality of life

It is very impottant for extemal aid agencies to observe rigorous standards of excellence

in participatory methodologies so these are not misused to suit the agent's agenda and not
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the community's. They need to recognize that communities are already dealing with the

impact of HIV/AIDS. Therefore, theil role is to act as catalysts. They are supposed to

work as facilitatols not managers. They must allow a communiry-based program to

continue to grow through its own decision-making mechanism. Ir must also be allowed to

develop new leadership and be encouraged to take on new challenges from time to time.

Create a sLtfficiently enabling envirorunent

For a community program to còntinue to grow, the environment in which it operates must

be conducive for its progress. An enabling envir.onment refers not only to the overall

orientation of the economy but also to appropriate legislation, including an adequate set

of rules and regulations that wilt clearly state the conditions for the community care of

OVC. Communities need to dlaw more resoulces from outside their own l¡oundaries.

They need to draw support from public sources especially government.

The HIV/AIDS problem i¡ Zambia is as much a development pr.oblem as it is a health

one. As such many cultural, economic and political baniers effectively prevent the poor

from having any real stake in meaningful care of the OVC. Without special efforts by the

designers and sponsors of projects and without appropriate policies to address and

ovelcome these obstacles communities will not effectively pr.ovide the care that the OVC

need.
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Allo,,v community to take otwtership of direction and action.

As a way of empowering, community membets should also be involved in the

monitoring of the program. This is one way of enabling them to identify problems and

find solutions to deal with them. Rather than just conducting monitoring and evaluation

for the purposes of funding, disseminating information about what is going on and/or for

financial accounting to the donors, the plocess must build in requirements and

opportunities for feedback and commitment to critical examination of wor.k being done.

These opportunities should involve all stakeholders.

Monitoring should provide a systematic and continuous assessment of progress of the

work being done in these communities. Thus participatory monitoring as a tool should be

used to help in identifying strengths and weaknesses in a program and should assist in

making good and timely decisions at various levels (community, NGO, govetnment and

donor agency levels).

Suggestions for Further Research

This study has brought out a number of issues that can only be adequately addressed in

separate studies. Among the critical issues that need further examination are the

following:

o An assessment of the impact of OVC community-based plograms on women. The

questions that need to be raised are; how can OVC programs involve the wider

community, especially men? In what specific ways can women's burden be reduced?
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. An assessment of micro-financing needs to address issues such as, how can such an

innovation be successful in an impoverished community?

o In terms of education for the OVC, are community schools the solution to the

education ploblems of OVC and if they are, how effective are they?

¡ In reiation to the rights of children, what cultural factors hinder children's

participation and how can these be overcome?
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Appendix A: Location Møp of Zambiø,

S ource: http:// Encarta. msn. com (1997 -2000).
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Appendix B: Interview Questions/ Document Anølysis Guide

Good Practices in Implementing Community-Based Care Programs
For the Care of Orphans and Vulnerable Children in Zambia

Checklist for Key Informant Interviews and Document Analysis,

CRITERIA QUESTIONS (Guidelines)
1 Backqround

1.1. Type of
project/organization (project
objectives, shucture)

a) How long has the project been in operation?
b) What are the objectives of the project?
c) How does the project hope to achieve the objectives?
d) Who were the key players in initiating the project?
(List the stakeholders and specify their role in project
implementation).

L2. Social a) Population size and density, social structur.e (From
documents)
b) Is there a history of self-help in the community?
c) What kind of self-help projects has the community
ever been involved in? Where they successful? If they
were not what contributed to the failure?

1.3. Economic a) Poverty levels, forms of subsistence. (From project
documents)
b) What economic resoutces are available in the
community?
c) Are there any special economic skills within the
community?
d) Is there any infrastructure that can support economic
activities?

|.4. Legal a) Rights of orphans and women, marriage system, land-
tenure. (Flom both govenìment and project documents).
b) How much does the community know in terms of
legal rights for the childlen?
c) Is there anv lesal aid available for the communitv?

1.5. Resources a) Who fund the project?
b) If financial suppoû is external, how was it obtained
and what is the duration of the support?
c) How are finances charureled to the project from the
funders? Is it tlu'ough the goverrìment channels or direct
from the extemal fundels to the community?
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2. Orsanizational
2.I. Cost-efficiency and
sustainability

a) What are the project inputs (staff, volunteers etc?
b) Where do these inputs come from and how ale they
used within the project?
c) How many people does the project reach / help?
d) How would the project sulvive if the source of its
maior inouts disanneared?

2.2. Use of existing
resources, initiatives

a) What inputs apaft from finances does the project
require?
b) Which of these inputs are available locally?
c) Which of these inputs can only be obtained from
outside the community?
d) What role does the local govemment office play in
this pr:oject?

2.3. Networking with other'
projects, fundels

a) With what other organizations or institutions does the
project have a working relationship?
b) List the olganizations/institutions and describe the
relationship.
c) Does the project encounter any problems in
networking with other organizations/institutions? If yes,
what steps have been taken to overcome these problems?

2.4. Govemance, self-
assessment

a) How is the project managed? (desclibe structures)
b) How are the people involved chosen? (describe
plocess)
c) How does the project decide if it is achieving its
goals?
d) What role does the funder play in the management of
the project?
e) What kind and how much influence.is exelted from
the fundel in the management of the project?
f) What role does the govemment play in the
management of the project?
g) Is there coordination between the government and the
fu nder? Describe the co-ordination.
h) If you were to change the way the project is managed,
what changes would you implement and why?
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2.5. Monitoring,
evaluation information and
accountability.

a) What monitoring and evaluation processes has the
project put in place?
b) State the roles of each of the stakeholdels in
monitoring and evaluation of project activities.
c) What nationai policies does your project follow?
d) Is the policy environment conducive for effective
implementation for the project? If yes why do you say
so?
If not why do you think the environment is not
conducive?
e) What needs to be done to improve the policy
envilonment?
f) Has the project taken any steps to addl'ess issues
lelated to policy envi¡onment? What steps have been
taken?

2.6. Organizational
weaknesses, vulnerabilities.

a) If the project could start again, or be changed in any
way, what would you like to see done diffelently and
why?
b) What is the greatest threat to the future of this proiect?

2.'7. Organizational
strengths, opportunities

a) What are would you considel as strengths of this
project?
b) For each stlength state the reason why you think it is
stl'ength.

3. Community &
Family
3.1. Participation and
Reinforcement

a) In what ways are people who ar-e involved in the
ploject (orphans, caregivers, staff; and local government)
participate in project activities and decision-making?
b) Does the ploject provide any tlaining for community
members? If yes what kind of training is provided and
why?
c) Who selects the community members to be trained?

3.2. Process for'
identification and placement
of orphans (with and without
relatives)

a) How does the project decide who it should take/help?
b) What ale the greatest needs of the OVC and how does
the project meet these needs? (For each type of need
indicate how the activities that the project undertakes in
meeting that particular need).
c) What happens to orphans who arc not taken/helped by
the nroiect?
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3.3. Type of social
shucture caring for orphan(s)

Which people within the community are be involved in
the care for the OVC?
How does the project ensure community involvement in
caring for the children?
How are problems regalding community involvement
dealt with?

3.4. Support given to care-
giver(s)

a) Which people in the community provide support to the
ovc?
b) Which people should be involved in the care for the
OVC and why?
c) How should they be involved?
d) Do they need any special skills to help them support
the OVC? If yes, what kind of skills do they need?
e) What kind of support (matel ial, occupational,
psychological) do the caregivers receive from the
program?
f) Is the support helping the caregivers to provide the
suppolt that the OVC need? If yes explain how this
support is useful.
g) If the support were not helping the caregivers, what
improvements would you want to see in the program so
that the caregivers could be adequately equipped to
provide the care that the OVC need?
h) What kind of suppolt would encourage more people to
become caregivers?

4, Support To Orphans
4.1. Physical support a) What would you consider to be the diffelence between

an orphan under this proglam and one who is not undel'
this program?
b) How does the ploject help orphans to get
a) Food and clothing
b) Health care

4.2. Psychological &
emotional support

a) What kind of suppolt do the children get for their
emotional and psychological well-being?
b) Which people in the community provide this support?
c) How does the project help the OVC to get love,
advice, and adult supervision?
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4.3. Access to schooling
and preparation for
transition,

a) How does the project assist children in getting their
educational needs? For each kind of assistance (e.g. if it
is community schools or bursaries) provide the
difficulties associated with it.
b) Is there any vocational training provided for children
who are able to take care of themselves?
c) Does the project assist the older children in finding
employment? If yes how is this done?
d) How do children k¡ow when the have moved from
vulnerability to non-vulnerability?

4.4. Legal suppot I a) What happens in this community regarding inheritance
by the orphan of his or her parents' property?
b) Are children involved in any aspect of the ploject?
c) If they yes what role do the children play in:

. the project?
o deciding what happens to them in relation to the

care they leceive?
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Appendix C: Persons Interviewed

Name

Kabuba h'een

Mambwe, George

Mulenga, Yvonne

Mukuka, Teny

Zulu, Euginia

Agency

Lusaka City Council

Date

July loth 2oo2

CHIN Zambia July 30'h 2002

PCI Zambia August 2nd 2002

CINDI Kitwe August 12th 2002

CINDI Kitwe August i2th 2oo2

Williamson, John DCOF October 4th 2002



Appendix D: Programs Cìted

CINDI Kitwe

CINDI is an acronym fol children in distress. CINDI-Kitwe was started by a group of

people from all walks of life that were concerned about the plight of Kitwe's orphaned

children. It was inaugurated on August 13, 1994 in the Chamber. of Kitwe City Council.

To ensule continuurn of care, repl'esentatives from the council and Ministries of Health,

Education and Social Welfale were co-opted on to the Executive Committee. Awareness

was raised through the media and through talks to service clubs and chutches. Kitwe City

Council gave CINDI office space at a city hall free of rent after lehabilitating the facility.

CINDI-Kitwe stands fol'the well being of the olphans and vulnerable children and in

meeting their changing needs in an integrated traditional family and community

environment, thlough stakeholdel collaboration in Kitwe and the neighbolhood.

The program is well funcled by various donors but local Board, which also sets policy,

runs the program. The general membership of the board is a body of individuals who pay

an annual membership fee. Local committees work together with employed staff in

colleting data, rnonitoring and evaluation, offering moral support to orphans and

organizing income-genelating activities. The committees send reptesentatives to the

District annual general meeting. CINDI's extensive netwolk of community committees

offers a unique opportunity to give orphans and theil families access to information and

contacts such as planning, tlaining and technical expertise..
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In their strategic plan three main overall goals have been set:

o Working to put the chitdren's rights convention at the top of the Zambian

Govemment Agenda.

o Facilitating children's access to the basic needs (education, food, clothing, shelter,

etc)

. Significantly improving the quality, efficibncy and accountability for their work,

The project has a very streamlined administration with cleally defined financial control,

organization at community level, r'ationalized staffing and regular monitoling systems.

The participatory approach taken coupled with good management ensures that goods and

services reach the clients.

The largest activity within CINDI is their social relief ploglam. The ploglam has ensured

paltnership with the World Food Pr-ogram fol distlibution of basic foodstuffs on a

monthly basis.

Their education activities include:

o Advocacy on behalf of OVC to have them exempt from school fees,

o Provision of subsidized uniform and school requitements to the communities

. Bursalies fol a small number of post secondary education places, and

. Payment of school examination fees for all children in their program.
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There a re a number of OVC programs supported by PCI in Zambia. The approach taken

in these programs is the same. The researchel did not study any particular District OVC

progtam but concentlated on the general approach taken in these programs.

The District OVC program is a community-based plogram facilitated by the Social

Welfare Department of the Ministry of Community Development and Social Services.

Project Concern International (PCI) funds the program.

The project was initiated by PCI, who commissioned a participatory learning action

(PLA) exercise involving various NGOs, The depaltment of Social Welfare was used as a

focal point. The PLA exercise led to the formation of orphans and vulnelable children

committees (DOVCC). The DOVCC were created to facilitate:

¡ situation analysis of the OVC ploblem in the district

. development, implementation and monitoring district level lesponses to the OVC

¡ mobilization of local lesources and access international support for the OVC

folmation of paltnership between different NGOs, churches, plivate companies

and individuals for mutual suppoft.

Once the DOVCC were formed, the department of Social Welfale, the DOVCC, together

with PCI identified communities within the district that needed help most. The PLA

exercises conducted in these communities led to the folmation of community orphans and

vulnerable children committees (COVCCs). Each of these committees has a number of

sub committees such as health, nutrition, counseling and fundraising.
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